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Abstract
As the number of electrical components in cars increases at a rapid rate, so too does the
chance for electrical failure. A method for locating shorts to the chassis of a car is
developed in this thesis. The developed technique is capable of detecting the
approximate location of current being injected into the body of the car using several
sensors placed strategically throughout the car. This technique can then be used in the
manufacturing process and in the field where it can notify the operator of any short-
circuit related problems in their car.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A new car or automobile can cost anywhere from tens of thousands of dollars to hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Ships, submarines, and aircraft can all cost millions of dollars.
However, something as simple as a few-cent piece of copper wire shorting to the chassis
can bring these vehicles to a grinding halt, rendering them useless. The complex
mechanical linkages and gears that used to control a car are now enhanced by a complex
nest of wires and microcontrollers. The brakes, shifting, steering, and more may soon be
replaced by "fly-by-wire" electromechanical servomechanisms. With this increase in the
electronics entering a car, so increases the probability of an electrical short. The issues
and solutions for identifying and locating the site of a wire shorting to the chassis of a car
are the themes for this thesis.
1.1 Background
The work of this thesis follows from the work done by Chris Laughman in his thesis [1].
In his work, he was able to model and identify impedance parameters to predict voltage
distortions due to current flow, applying these techniques to the chassis of a car [2]. As
the end of his thesis suggests, with further research one would be able to predict the
location of current injected into a car, thus determining the location of wires shorting to
the body of the car.
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One of the important details, key to the whole project, is the fact that the body of
the car is the return path for all of its electrical loads. With this wiring system, each
electronic device has two connections, one to the high voltage DC bus and another to the
car's body. If one of the wires providing current to the loads were to break and contact
the body, the power supply would be shorted. The work in this thesis is focused on
identifying the location of such faults.
1.1.1 Location Strategy
The strategy for locating short circuits is based on a technique known as
triangulation. This approach is commonly applied in navigation systems in which one is
attempting to find his location using signals generated by three remote sources. For
instance, to determine one's location using a GPS device, three satellites are used. The
procedure is illustrated graphically in Figure 1-1 for a simple 2-D example. In this
example, each satellite will calculate a distance from itself to the device. As shown, each
individual satellite can determine its distance to the receiver, but it cannot resolve its
location. Effectively, each satellite can only determine that the receiver is located on a
circle whose radius corresponds to the given distance measurement. If two satellites were
used, they will each generate their own circle around them with the radius being the
distance from the receiver to the satellite. The two circles will intersect in at two points,
reducing the location of the receiver to one of these two locations. By including a third
measurement from a third satellite, the location of the receiver can be determined
precisely, choosing the correct location from the two possibilities provided from the first
two satellites.
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Figure 1-1: Three satellites with fixed locations can locate the position of a receiver by
creating circles with their radii being the distance from the respective satellite and the
receiver. The intersection of the three circles identifies the position of the receiver.
The short circuit location procedure developed in this thesis is based on an
adaptation of the above method. Instead of measuring three distances, three voltages will
be measured when a current is injected into the metal structure of interest. Figure 1-2
shows a possible setup for determining the location of current injections into a steel sheet
using the voltage measurements V 1, V2, and V3. To implement the triangulation
procedure in this environment, it is necessary to create a set of surfaces that can be used
to determine the location at which the current is injected.
By injecting a current into location (xI, yl), each voltage probe will measure and
record a voltage, Vlx1yi, V2x, 1 , and V3xtyi for the voltage probes V1, V2, and V3
respectively. Injecting the same current into another location, (x2, y2) will induce
different voltage measurements V lx2y2, V2x2y2, and V3x2y2 for the voltage probes V1, V2,
and V3 respectively.
If this process, of injecting the same current into the steel sheet, is done with
infinite precision, the voltage data recorded becomes a function of x and y; this could be
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used to make a 3D surface for each voltage probe, as demonstrated in Figure 1-3. These
surfaces could then be used as topographical maps to determine the site of current
injected into the steel sheet.
y
V2 0
Figure 1-2: Using the three voltage probes VI, V2, and V3 the developed system will be
able to detect the location of current injected anywhere in the steel sheet with the
current's return location fixed.
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Figure 1-3: An interpolated surface using the voltage measurement from the voltage
probe V2 of Figure 1-2, for the steel sheet experiment described in Chapter 2, was
created using the projection of FFT analysis method described in Chapter 5 for a 1-amp
IkHz sinusoidal injection current. The highlighted line represents a contour line.
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When a current is injected into a random location on the steel sheet, each voltage
probe will record a certain value, for example vl, v2, and v3 for measurements made
using VI, V2, and V3. These measurements can then be processed, and the output from
this can then be identified on the surfaces generated for their respective probes,
highlighting a specific level or contour equal to the magnitude of the FFT, shown in
Figure 1-3 for this example. Doing this with the three generated surfaces and the three
voltage measurements that resulted from the injected current, the location of the injected
current can be identified as the intersection of the three contours. This technique is
demonstrated in Figure 1-4.
The triangulation procedure discussed above, worked best using a matched filter
technique. In addition, this was accomplished needing only three voltage measurements
carefully placed throughout the car. Details of the problems with measuring voltage
signals on the car, as well as several solutions, are discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 1-4: This chart uses the voltage probes VI, V2, and V3 to triangulate the
injection site of a 1-amp 1kHz sinusoidal current injected into injection site 'G' of the car
chassis. The experimental setup for this is described in Chapter 2. Chapter 6 details how
to map the car chassis into this graphical representation, and the process used to generate
the contours.
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1.2 Outline
This thesis describes the practical implementation for the triangulation process described
above. It begins in Chapter 2 by discussing the experimental procedures used to obtain
the necessary voltage measurements. Chapter 3 moves on to discuss the instrumentation
used to collect all of the necessary voltage and current measurements. In Chapter 4, the
issues that hindered the measurement procedure are discussed. Several analysis
techniques that were used to overcome these issues are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
describes how to implement the triangulation procedure using the results of these analysis
techniques explained in Chapter 5. Subsequently, Chapter 7 demonstrates the efficacy of
the triangulation procedure. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes with suggested next steps and
future applications.
Figure 1-5 presents a flowchart highlighting the development, and presentation, of
this thesis. As shown, the interested reader will use the procedures described in Chapters
2, 5, and 6 in order to reproduce results similar to those presented in Chapter 7.
Setup CL 1
Data Acquisitionk k 2
Analysis (CL 5
Generate Contours Detect Short
Figure 1-5: The flowchart shows the flow of information presented in this thesis. The
dark path is used to train the short detection system. The lighter line shows the path for
data measured during a test injection current.
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Chapter 2
Data Acquisition and Procedure
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the short circuit location technique used in this thesis requires
measurements of the voltages between different points on the steel automobile chassis.
Precise voltage measurements can be difficult to obtain in such a system, however.
Specifically, the low impedance of a steel frame at low frequencies implies that relatively
high currents, for example 1-amp, will generate sub-millivolt voltages [1]. Additionally,
currents flowing through the car's chassis and its wiring harness create electromagnetic
fields that induce significant voltages on the car body. As this thesis will show, those can
be as large as the signals of interest.
In order to develop a reliable experimental procedure, the decision was made to
begin the work in a simplified environment. Specifically, the techniques were first tested
on a steel sheet. This simplified test bed allowed the techniques to be analyzed and
adjusted more easily. Work then progressed to the car chassis.
This chapter explains the setup used for identifying the location of a current
injected into a metal body. The chapter will start with the steel sheet and then move to
the car body, explaining the experimental setup and process for each. Experimental
details, consisting of the voltage amplifiers used and measurement techniques, will be
saved for the next two chapters.
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2.1 The Steel Sheet
2.1.1 Experimental Setup for the Steel Sheet
The steel sheet used is 60"x2 1 "xO.03" sheet of steel alloy, of unknown composition,
pictured in Figure 2-2. As shown there are fourteen injection sites and one return site, all
arranged in a grid-like pattern. Five rows of three holes were drilled into the steel sheet
so that a #8 size machine screw could fit through the holes. These holes make up the 14
injection sites and one return site.
The area around each hole was sanded in order to roughen up the surface and
remove dirt that may have been on the steel. An approximately six-foot length of
stranded wire, termed injection wire, was then attached to each of the fourteen injection
sites with a screw and nut. Figure 2-1 shows a close-up of an injection site with the
length of wire screwed in place. A smaller length of wire was attached to the return site,
which is henceforth termed ground.
Figure 2-1: This is a photograph showing a close-up view of an injection site for the steel
sheet experiments. The screw securely attaches the injection wire with a nut on the
opposite side of the steel sheet.
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Figure 2-2: This is a picture of the steel sheet used during experimentation. Injection
sites 'A', 'B', and 'C' are at the top in this figure, going from right to left. Ground and
injection sites 'N' and '0' are located at the bottom in this figure, going from right to left.
One of the voltage probes (NVP) is seen measuring the voltage between points 'C' and
'0', and mu-metal shielding is covering the measurement cables for another NVP (not
pictured) measuring between points 'I' and 'G'.
As shown in the diagram of Figure 2-3, the fifteen holes were labeled 'A'-'O',
where M was the return site, or ground. In Figure 2-3, the diagram shows the injection
wire locations, displaying their approximate orientations and paths. The actual injection
wires used can also be seen in Figure 2-2. The injection wires were correspondingly
labeled to be the same as the injection site in which they were attached.
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Figure 2-3: This diagram shows the orientation of the injection sites and the injection
wires used to inject current into the steel sheet.
Two voltage probes, detailed in Chapter 3, were used to measure the voltages
induced by current flowing through the steel sheet. The triangulation method suggested
in Chapter 1, required three voltage probes; however, because the steel sheet was just
being used as a test bench for the car chassis, a proof-of-concept was developed with just
two voltage measurements. The detection system would have ambiguity in terms of
identifying the specific location of the injected current, but should be able to isolate
possible regions, of which one should be the actual site of injected current.
The current entering the steel sheet was measured using a Tektronix A6303
current probe, detailed in Chapter 3. Each of the voltage probes measured the voltage
between two points on the steel sheet, within a few inches of injection site 'I' and 'G' for
the first probe, and within a few inches injection site 'C' and '0' for the second probe.
Coax cable was used to connect the voltage probes to their respective points on the steel
sheet in the same manner as the injection wires were attached to the steel sheet, shown in
Figure 2-4. These locations are referred to as measurement sites. A diagram depicting
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the location and placement of the voltage probes on the steel sheet is shown in Figure 2-
5.
Figure 2-4: This photograph shows a close-up view of a measurement site on the steel
sheet. The signal-carrying wire of the coax cable was attached to the steel sheet in the
same manor as the injection wires.
Any voltage measurement recorded by the first voltage probe, between
measurement sites I and G, will be referred to as Vig. Any voltage measurement
recorded by the second voltage probe, connected to sites C and 0, will be referred to as
Vco. The current entering the steel sheet through one of the fourteen injection sites was
recorded during experimentation and referred to as Current_xx, where xx is the injection
site where current entered the steel sheet.
A single four-channel oscilloscope was used to record all data from this
experiment. The output of voltage probe Vig went into channel one, the output of
voltage probe Vco went into channel two, and the current measurement went into
channel three. The current measurement was used to trigger the oscilloscope because the
characteristics of this signal (amplitude, frequency, etc.) should be the same regardless of
the injection site in which the current load was injected. The oscilloscope's time scale
was varied based upon the type of current load injected into the steel sheet, but was left
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unchanged during the course of each experiment. The vertical scales of the oscilloscope
were changed to maximize the size of the measured signal on each channel for each
current injection.
C A
IF 1E
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Figure 2-5: Vi_g and Vco are differential voltage probes measuring the voltages on the
steel sheet between locations 'I'/'G', and 'C'/'O' respectively, as current is injected into
one of the fourteen injection sites.
2.1.2 Data Collection Procedure for the Steel Sheet
In order for the system to detect which of the fourteen injection sites had current entering
it, a set of training data had to be recorded for each type of current load used. This
training data was determined by injecting a current into each injection site, and recording
the corresponding measured voltages Vig and Vc-o, and the current. This process is
described below using a 1-amp peak-to-peak 1kHz sine wave as the example. The
creation of this 1-amp peak-to-peak 1kHz sine wave and other current loads are described
in Section 2.3.
First, the sine wave was injected into the steel sheet using the injection wire
attached to the injection site 'A'. The oscilloscope, triggered by the current, then had the
vertical scales of each channel adjusted to maximize the signal size on the screen, while
19
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still keeping the entire signal visible. The trigger button was then pressed to lock the
waveforms on the screen so that they could be saved.
The same process was repeated for currents injected into injection site 'B', 'C',
and so on, all the way to the injection site '0'. In all, 42 files were generated per trial.
The data was recorded in the same order of Vi_g, Vc_o, and Current_x adding one to the
name of the recorded signal. For example, the recorded data for current injected into
injection site 'B' was TEK003.DAT, TEK004.DAT, and TEK005.DAT for the
measurements Vi_g, Vc_o, and Currentb respectively. This ended with the recorded
data files titled TEK039.DAT, TEK040.DAT, and TEK041.DAT for current injected into
the injection site '0' for the measurements Vi_g, Vc_o, and Currento.
2.1.3 Verification of Collected Data for Steel Sheet
The data collected using the process from Section 2.1.2 was placed into the folder
SD3_200k, and was used to train the detection system. As mentioned in Chapter 1, and
further detailed in Chapter 6, training the detection system involves making surfaces from
the recorded measurements.
The steps from Section 2.1.2 were repeated again, saving the data from this
second trial in the folder SD4_200k, and this was used as the test, or challenge, data. The
data recorded from this second trial was used to test whether the system, now trained with
data from the first trial, could detect the location of the injected current using the data
from this second trial. Chapter 6 details how the system uses the data to train, and then
locate, an injection site.
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2.2 The Car Chassis
2.2.1 Experimental Setup for the Steel Sheet
A 1990's four-door Ford sedan, pictured in Figure 2-6, was used for testing the developed
system on a car chassis. For this experiment, sixteen injection sites, and one return site,
were chosen. The injection sites were machined so that a #8 machine screw could fit
through them, and were sanded down as shown in Figure 2-7. All of the injection sites
were located roughly in the same plane with each other. More specifically, they were all
on the bottom of the metal chassis, meaning no injection site was located on the roof or
sides of the car chassis. The return site was chosen to be the location on the car chassis
where the negative terminal of the car battery was attached to it, which is henceforth
termed ground.
Figure 2-6: This picture displays the car chassis used for the experiments involving a car
chassis in this thesis. Injection site 'P' is located at the front-left side of the car, near the
left headlight, and injection sites 'A', 'B', and 'C' goes from right to left along the back
of the car.
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The sixteen injection sites are labeled A-P. Figure 2-8 shows a diagram with the
approximate orientation of the labeled injection sites with respect to the frame of the car
body. The approximate orientation of the injection wires for this experiment is shown in
Figure 2-8. The injection wires were correspondingly labeled to be the same as the
injection site in which they were attached. As with the steel sheet, these wires are
attached to the injection site via a screw and nut, demonstrated in Figure 2-7.
Figure 2-7: This is a photograph showing a close-up view of an injection site for the car
chassis experiments. The injection wires were secured to the car chassis in the same
fashion as they were attached to the steel sheet.
Figure 2-8: This diagram shows the orientation of injection sites and injection wires used
to inject current into the car chassis.
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Due to the complex three-dimensional structure of the car, six voltage probes
were used to measure six differential voltages across the car chassis. As described in
Chapter 1, three voltage measurements should be enough to triangulate the injection of
the current in the chassis. The goal was to take the six different voltage measurements,
which over-constrains the system, and examine the measurements to study their utility
and to develop the system that would triangulate the site of current being injected into the
car with only three of these measurements.
As in the steel sheet experiment described in Section 2.1, the measurement sites
were located within a few inches of injection sites. The ones used for this experiment
were between points 'P' and ground, 'A' and ground, 'C' and '0', 'M' and '0', 'I' and
'G', and between 'C' and 'A'. These measurements henceforth termed Vp, Va, Vc_o,
Vm_o, Vi_g, and Vca respectively. Vp and Va are correspondingly named because they
are connected to the ground of the car chassis, or the location where the negative terminal
of the battery connects to the car.
Coax cable was attached to the measurement site of the car chassis in the same
manner as in the steel sheet, pictured in Figure 2-4. The coax cable then went to the
respective amplifier resulting in measurement voltages Vp, Va, Vc_o, Vm_o, Vi_g, and
Vca. The current was also recorded for each experiment using two Tektronix A6303
current probes. Figure 2-9 is a diagram showing the approximate orientation for the three
voltage measurements chosen for the triangulation technique mentioned in Chapter 1.
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Figure 2-9: This diagram shows the orientation for three of the six voltage-sensor
locations used during the car chassis experiments.
For this experiment, two four-channel oscilloscopes were required to collect all of
the data for each trial. The first oscilloscope recorded Vp, Va, Vc _o, and the current
from one of the two A6303 Tektronix current probes used. The second oscilloscope
recorded Vm_o, Vi_g, Vba, and the current from the second A6303 Tektronix current
probe. The probes were attached to four channels, one through four, of each oscilloscope
in the order written. As was the case for the steel sheet, each oscilloscope was triggered
off the current signal on channel four. The time scale was kept fixed for each type of
experiment, while the vertical scale for each channel was changed to maximize the size
of the signal displayed on the oscilloscope screen. The two scopes were set to trigger off
the same level of the current signal so that they would ideally cover the same time
interval.
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2.2.2 Data Collection Procedure for the Car Chassis
The experimental procedure for the car chassis is almost the same as the experimental
procedure for the steel sheet, described in Section 2.1.2. The differences were in the
number of injection sites, and how the data was recorded. The car chassis had sixteen
injection sites vs. the fourteen in the steel sheet; every trial has sixteen sets of data for the
car chassis experiment.
The two oscilloscopes used had only a floppy drive to store data measured from
running the experiments, and because two oscilloscopes were being used, a different
naming convention was used from the steel sheet naming convention. For recording the
data and storing it onto a computer, the oscilloscope, which measured Vp, Va, Vc_o, and
the current, was called diskl, and the oscilloscope, which measured Vm o, Vig, Vb_a,
and the current was called disk2. Each trial had a folder titled diskl and disk2 within
them, saving the data recorded from first and second oscilloscope.
For each trial, current was initially injected into the injection site 'P' at the front
of the car. Current was then injected into the injection sites '0', 'N', and so on until
finally 'A'. Each time current was injected into one of the injection sites; the three
voltage measurements and one current measurement for each oscilloscope were recorded.
The floppy disk used to record data on each oscilloscope could only hold sixteen
waveforms, exactly enough to inject current into four sites. Thus data was recorded by
injecting current into sites 'P' through 'M' and then transferring the data to a computer;
and then 'L' through 'I' and then transferring the data to a computer, etc.
On the computer, the data was stored in four folders titled P_M, L_I, HE, and
D_A for each oscilloscope. These folders stored the recorded data for when current was
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injected into those injection sites. For example, folder PM inside of diskl, stored the
measurements when current was injected into site 'P', '0', 'N', and 'M', in that order, for
oscilloscope 1. Thus, for current injected into sites 'P', 'L', 'H', and 'D', the files
TEKOOOOO.DAT, TEKOOOO1.DAT, TEK00002.DAT, and TEK00003.DAT were the
measurements Vp, Va, Vc_o, and the current respectively within their labeled folders
under diskl. Figure 2-10 is a diagram displaying the hierarchy of the folder structure for
the data saved during the car chassis experiments.
Trial
Disk | Disk21
PM LII E D A
ITFKOOOO ... TEKOOOI5.DA
Figure 2-10: This block-diagram shows the hierarchical structure used to save the data
for the car chassis experiments on a computer. A folder for each trial has Diskl and
Disk2 inside of it, representing data collected from the first and second oscilloscope
respectively used. Inside of each disk are folders for different injection sites. Inside of
those folders are 16 waveforms consisting of the voltage and current measurements.
2.2.3 Verification of Collected Data for Car Chassis
The data collected using the process from Section 2.2.2 was all placed into a
folder named after the current load injected. The first trial for this data was used to create
a baseline, or train the system. As mentioned in Chapter 1, and further detailed in
Chapter 6, training the data involves making surfaces from the recorded data.
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The above steps from Section 2.2.2 were repeated again, saving the data from this
second trial in the folder with a name similar to that of the first trial, and this was used as
the test, or challenge, data. The data recorded from this second trial was used to test
whether the system, now trained with data from the first trial, could detect the location of
the injected current with the data from this second trial. The details of how the system
uses the data to train and then locate an injection site are in Chapter 6.
2.3 Current Injection Techniques
Three different loads were used as injection currents for the experiments used in this
thesis, sine waves, a car headlight, and a parallel RC network. Each load was created
with different circuitry and test equipment. These three loads are briefly described here.
The sine waves were generated using an HP 33120A function generator passed
through a class A/B push-pull power amplifier; schematic shown in Appendix A. 1.1. The
function generator was great for adjusting the frequency and amplitude of the sine wave,
but could not source 2-amp maximum peak-to-peak currents that were required for
experimentation. The power amplifier designed for this thesis had a voltage gain of two
and a bandwidth over 100kHz. In order to turn this amplified voltage into a current, a 5-
ohm resistor was used as a load in series with the injection wire going to the chassis.
This 5-ohm resistance was large enough in comparison to the impedance of the car
chassis so that the injected current was the same regardless of the injection site chosen.
The return path for this current was located at the return site, or 'ground' for the steel
sheet, and where the negative terminal of the battery connects to the chassis of the car.
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The car headlight and parallel RC network used a common solid-state relay circuit
to inject the current into the car chassis; schematics shown in Appendix A. 1.2 and A. 1.3
respectively. The solid-state relay was used to prevent switch-bounce, which could cause
inconsistent triggering of the signals with the oscilloscope. Both the headlight and
parallel RC network used the car battery as its power supply, making this a test of actual
current loads injected into a car chassis. A switch connects a 9V battery to the solid-state
relay in order to turn it on, and another switch is used to disable the solid-state relay.
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Chapter 3
Sensors
This chapter describes the instrumentation used to collect voltage and current data for the
steel sheet and car body experiments described in Chapter 2. Per the reasoning described
in Chapter 2, the steel sheet experiment used two voltage-probes and one current probe
while the car chassis experiment used six voltage-probes and two current probes.
3.1 Current Probe
For all of the current measurements made in this thesis, the Tektronix A6303 current
probe was used [3]. The experiments performed on the steel sheet used 1kHz sine waves
with a peak-to-peak current of 1-amp, which is well within the specs for this current
probe [3]. The experiments performed on the car chassis used current loads of 1 and 2-
amp peak-to-peak sine waves at or below 40kHz, and the current going through a
headlight or a parallel RC network, as described in Section 2.3. The current and
frequency content of these signals easily fall within the specifications of this device.
3.2 Voltage Probe
Initially, the Tektronix ADA400A differential preamplifier was used for setting up the
experiments. However, acquiring six of these amplifiers for the car experiment would
have been expensive. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, a new differential voltage
probe (NVP) was designed and built.
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The NVP was designed to have a high common-mode-rejection-ratio (CMRR),
i.e. 106dB to 10kHz, and adjustable gain and offsets, like the capabilities of the Tektronix
ADA400A differential preamplifier [4]. To implement this, the NVP was developed
using the format of the block-diagram in Figure 3-1. The full schematic for the NVP is
found in Appendix A.2. These NVPs require a +/-15V supply voltage and ground in
order to operate correctly. For the experiments on the steel sheet, and the car chassis, a
power supply was used to deliver the appropriate voltages to all of the NVPs.
Instrumentation
Amplifier Low Pass
Filter Cable
[B~'--1.5k -- nFTo O-Sce
INA110KP AD8055
Figure 3-1: This block diagram displays the functional implementation of the new
voltage probe (NVP) designed for this thesis. Vi and Vg are examples of inputs
connected to the metal through coax cable, where the voltage between those two points is
the desired information.
The first amplification stage is an INA 11 Okp instrumentation amplifier from Burr-
Brown [5]. This amplifier has selectable gains ranging from 1 to 500 and an adjustable
voltage offset. The NVP designed for this thesis had the gain fixed to 100, making the
bandwidth of this section approximately 350kHz.
In Section 3.1 it was determined that a bandwidth over 100kHz was unnecessary
due to the negligible frequency content in typical signals above this frequency.
Therefore, after this first amplification stage, an RC low-pass filter with cutoff frequency
at 100kHz was used.
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The output of the low-pass filter was buffered by an AD8055 voltage amplifier
[6]. This voltage amplifier was used to drive the coax cable connected to the
oscilloscope. This stage is not used to provide gain. All of the measurements taken for
the experiment with the steel sheet and the car chassis had the gain for this stage set to 1,
making the overall gain of the NVP 100. The gain and bandwidth are demonstrated in
Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-2: This graph displays the voltage measurement of a 1kHz sine wave using the
NVP and an oscilloscope probe. The voltage measurement made with the oscilloscope
probe was multiplied by 50 to be on the same scale as the NVP measurement. The
oscilloscope measurement x50 is still half of the NVP measurement, showing the correct
gain of 100 for the NVP.
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Figure 3-3: With the input sine wave's increase in frequency to lOOkHz, the NVP
reaches its -3dB point, its upper bandwidth level.
The last features for the NVP are shield drivers for the shields of the input voltage
coax cables and the adjustable offset voltage. The adjustable voltage offset of the
INA 11Okp was used to manually control the offset for the NVP, and each NVP was
centered by hand before use. The shield drivers for the input voltage coax cables were
added to reduce some of the noise observed in the measurements. Each input coax cable
had its own shield driver. A picture of the input coax cable's connection to the NVP is
shown in Figure 3-4, and a picture of the entire NVP with input/output cables attached is
shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-4: This is a picture of the shield-driven coax cables connecting to the NVP.
The other end of the coax is attached to measurement points on the steel sheet or chassis.
In Figure 3-1 these input cables are the inputs Vi and Vg to the NVP.
Figure 3-5: This is a picture showing the full design and setup of the NVP. The input
coax cables are on the top left of the picture and the output cable going to the
oscilloscope is to the right.
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Chapter 4
Measurement Details
This chapter will focus on the various aspects, issues, and problems that were addressed
in order to measure the voltage signals required for the experiments of this thesis. The
main issues addressed in this chapter deal with the positioning and placement of the input
voltage measurement cables going to the new voltage probe (NVP), discussed in Section
3.2. All of the topics discussed in this chapter were issues that arose while testing the
system that would determine the site of current injected into the steel sheet, discussed in
Section 2.5, using the experimental setup for the steel sheet discussed in Section 2.1.
After the NVP was designed and tested, the system to detect the site of current
being injected into the steel sheet was tested. However, when using the NVPs to measure
voltage signals on the metal sheet, it was noticed that injecting the same current into the
same injection site did not result in the same measurements made by the NVPs. For
example, injecting one amp into injection site 'A' resulted in a measurement of x Volts
during trial one. However, injecting one amp into injection site 'A' resulted in a
measurement of y Volts during trial two, where x and y are very different from each
other.
Repeatability, consistency, and accuracy in the measurement system are essential
to ensure accurate position location for currents injected into the steel sheet or car
chassis. For example, if a one-amp current is injected into injection site 'A', and this
resulted in a voltage measurement of x during trial one, and injecting a one-amp current
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into injection site 'A' resulted in a voltage measurement of x during trial two, the
designed system is able to determine the injection site of the one-amp current.
4.1 Positioning of Measurement Cables
To get voltage measurements to be more consistent, the placement and positioning of the
input voltage measurement cables was investigated. Adjusting either the position of the
measurement cables or the path that the cables took from the measurement site to the
NVP affected the voltage measurement recorded even though the injected current was
unchanged.
This change in the orientation of the measurement cables changed how the
magnetic fields coupled into them. The coupling magnetic fields interfere with the
desired voltage measurement in general. However, if the effects change over time, it
could hinder the systems ability to detect the location of current injected into the steel
sheet.
Two ways to reduce the magnetic fields from interfering with the desired voltage
measurement were considered. One method was to reduce the magnetic field. However,
reducing the magnetic field created by the flow of current is not an option. The current
has to flow, and the resulting magnetic fields cannot be changed. Another approach is to
prevent the magnetic flux from passing through the loop formed by the measurement
cable and the steel sheet. This can be achieved through magnetic shielding or a method
of active magnetic field cancellation, to be discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
To try to reduce the magnetic flux, reducing the area of the loop was tried first.
To do this, the measurement cables were placed as close to the steel surface as possible
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and the cables were kept as short as possible. This reduced the size of the area in which
the magnetic flux could pass through, to the thickness of the insulation between the wire
and the metal surface being measured and the length of the measurement cable used.
The reduction in area was achieved by taping the cables down to the metal surface
and by using a straight length of coax cable to go from the measurement site to the
voltage probe. Thus, reducing the length of the measurement cable shown in the diagram
of Figure 4-la as much as possible, e.g. to the configuration shown in Figure 4-1c, will in
turn reduce the effect of the magnetic fields on the measurement signal.
The measurement sites were not placed at the same locations as an injection site.
During testing, if the system was setup using injection sites as measurement sites, as in
Figure 4-la and Figure 4-lb, those voltage sensors would measure a significantly higher
voltage for currents injected into that location than if the current was injected at other
locations. This is likely caused because the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured voltage
is higher as the location of the injected current approaches the location of the
measurement site. This effect skewed the results, making the shape of the developed
contours larger at that location then it should be, making it hard for the detection system
to locate locations of injected currents around the measurement sites. An example of
proper measurement cable placement and the orientation of measurement sites with
respect to injection sites on the steel sheet are shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1: The diagrams show three different orientations for measurement cable
placement. The long cables in (a) and the measurement cable's connection to the metal
through an injection site in (a) and (b) are examples of bad positioning. The short cables
and connection to the metal away from an injection site in (c) is an example of good
cable positioning.
Figure 4-2: This is a picture of good measurement cable placements on the steel sheet.
The horizontal coax cables are taped down to the surface of the steel sheet in a straight
line.
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4.2 Shielding Cables
After having taken the above steps to find and implement a proper cable-positioning
strategy, there were still problems. Even though the magnetic coupling was reduced, it
was not eliminated. A cartoon demonstrating this is shown in Figure 4-3. Any injection
wire with current flowing through it, crossing a measurement cable, resulted in an
extremely large measurement, one that would change based upon the physical angle of
the intersection.
Moving the current-carrying injection wire so that it would not cross the
measurement cable greatly reduced the measured signal to a more reasonable value.
When changing the physical angle of intersection between the current-carrying injection
wire and the measurement cable, the amplitude and phase of the measured voltage signal
was affected. These proved to be very important observations, which lead to a key
approach for analysis, addressed further in Chapter 5.
Injection Wire
Meas. Cable
Figure 4-3: This cartoon demonstrates the coupling concept. A wire carrying a current
into the page produces the circular magnetic fields around it. The field lines that go
between the measurement cable and the steel sheet, induces a voltage on the
measurement.
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The problem in Figure 4-3 primarily occurs in situations like the one in Figure 4-
4a, when a set of injection wires going to different points in the car cross a measurement
cable. In Figure 4-4a, the measured voltage signal Vig would be significantly higher for
currents injected into the injection sites 'F', 'E', and 'C' (not shown), than if the same
current was injected into the same injection sites with the different injection wire
configuration of Figure 4-4b. The difference is that in Figure 4-4a the injection wires
cross one of the measurement cables of Vi_g, and in Figure 4-4b they do not. If the same
current is injected into the same location, but Vig measures different signals based on
whether the injection wire crosses its measurement cable or not, makes it hard to
accurately determine where current was injected into the steel sheet. Thus, the developed
system has to be robust enough to work independent of whether an injection wire crosses
the measurement cable or not.
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Figure 4-4: The measurements recorded for the three different injection wires going to
'E', 'F', and 'C' (not shown) would be much higher than measurements that didn't have
their injection wire cross the measurement cable, even if current was injected into the
same points.
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As mentioned in the previous section, two ideas were considered to reduce the
amount of magnetic field coupling into the measurement cable. One method was to
shield the measurement wires, and the second was to use an active magnetic field
canceling circuit. The magnetic shielding approach was the only method implemented
and tested, while the active magnetic field circuitry approach was performed as a thought
exercise. This section will focus on the magnetic shielding, while the next section will
address the active magnetic field cancellation circuit concept.
The magnetic shielding technique uses a material that will prevent magnetic fields
from penetrating into the measurement cable, demonstrated by the cartoon in Figure 4-4.
The magnetic field from the injection wire is caught within the high-mu metal, preventing
it from coupling into the measurement cable.
Injection Wire
Meas. Cable Magnetic Shield
Figure 4-4: This cartoon shows the high-mu metal magnetic shield surrounding the
measurement cable absorbing some of the magnetic field lines, preventing them from
intersecting the area between the measurement cable and the steel sheet, reducing the
magnetically induced voltage in the measurement.
The material used for this was called mu-metal. The actual product used was
Joint Shield, mu-metal tape. This was found at www.lessemf.com and its product
number is a277. This product is termed mu-metal, and is an alloy formed from iron,
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nickel, and other metals with an adhesive tape on one side. This can have extremely high
mu values, making it ideal for capturing magnetic fields, preventing them from coupling
into the measurement cable. In addition, the thicker the metal, the better the protection.
Two layers of mu-metal tape, keeping the metal portions in contact with each other, were
used to test the effectiveness of shielding the measurement cable. The shielding was
placed over the measurement cable keeping the surface of the mu-metal and the surface
of the steel sheet in contact on both sides of the measurement cable, as demonstrated by
the cartoon in Figure 4-4 and pictured in Figure 4-5. This configuration of shielding
reduced the amount of the magnetic field that coupled into the measurement cable.
Figure 4-5: This picture shows the two-layer piece of mu-metal shielding one of the
measurement cables.
The results and success of this technique are easily observed through the
placement of the injection cables and the now shielded measurement cable. This was
tested using the steel sheet and an injection wire fixed above the measurement cable, with
an intersection angle of about 45-degrees. The first measurement, VI in Figure 4-6, was
taken with no shielding and the second measurement, V2, was taken using the dual-layer
mu-metal shield. The current for these injections is also displayed as a reference. It can
be seen that there is a difference in both the amplitude and phase of the two voltage
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measurements with the application of the mu-metal shield versus no shield at all. This
trial demonstrated that magnetic coupling was significant. Even with the shielding, the
effects are still not fully eliminated, but they are reduced.
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Figure 4-6: A 1 OkHz sine wave was injected into the steel sheet, with the injection wire
crossing the measurement cable at around a 45-degree angle. The measurement VI had
no shielding, while V2 had a dual-layer of the mu-metal tape shielding the measurement
cable.
4.3 Active Magnetic Field Canceling
As mentioned in the previous section, another method to reduce the effects of the
magnetic coupling into the measurement cable is an active magnetic field canceling
circuit. This technique uses a feedback circuit to actively cancel the effects of the
coupling magnetic field. This technique was not implemented experimentally for this
thesis. However, it is reviewed conceptually in this section.
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Figure 4-7: An antenna driven by a sinusoidal current will generate magnetic fields that
will couple into the two coax cables. Coax 1 will be used as the measurement cable and
Coax2 is used solely to sense the magnetic field present around Coax 1. The voltage
measurement is referenced to the steel and amplified to the output A, and the magnetic
coupling sensed voltage is also referenced to the steel near the amplifier and amplified to
the output at B.
The active shielding approach requires two parts, a collector and an observer.
The collector, shown in Figure 4-7 has two parts two it. The first part is a wire loop,
driven with a low current sine wave of known frequency, for example 50kHz. The
second part is a two-coax cable network, oriented and connected as shown in Figure 4-7.
In Figure 4-7, Coaxl is used to measure the voltage on the steel sheet and its shield can
be left floating. Coax2, in Figure 4-7, has its shield shorted to its copper wire at one end,
and is used to couple the magnetic fields, inducing a measurable voltage. In this
configuration, Coax2 acts as a magnetic field sensor. The voltages on the steel sheet, and
the induced voltage from the magnetic field, are both amplified with respect to the steel
sheet close to the amplifier. The outputs of this amplification are termed 'A' and 'B' for
the amplification of the measured voltage on the steel from Coax 1 and the induced
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voltage from the magnetic field sensor of Coax2, respectively. These outputs are then
used as inputs to the block-diagram of Figure 4-8.
A ~~
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Figure 4-8: The voltage measurement desired, Meas, is found by taking 'A' and
subtracting it by a gained version of 'B' to cancel the voltage induced by the magnetic
coupling, where 'A' and 'B' are the outputs of Figure 4-7. This signal is fed into a
synchronous detecting block, synchronized to the antenna current of Figure 4-7, creating
a DC value. The integral of this, multiplied by a gain, controls the AGC, which controls
the amount that 'B' is amplified before subtracting it from 'A'.
The block diagram in Figure 4-8 shows the flow of data, and the circuitry
required, for this implementation of an active magnetic field canceling technique. The
signal from 'B', of Figure 4-7, is amplified by the gain block 'G' which is then passed
through an AGC. The gain of 'G' is needed to reduce the amount of work the AGC has
to do; the higher the swing of the AGC, the more nonlinear its behavior. The output of
the AGC block is then subtracted from the signal 'A' of Figure 4-7. This creates the
desired signal to be observed, Meas, with the effects of the magnetic fields canceled. In
addition to being recorded, the Meas signal goes into a synchronous detector, which is
synchronized to the frequency and phase of the current driving the wire loop of Figure 4-
7. The output of the synchronous detector is a DC signal, which is then amplified and
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passed through an integrator. This result is then used to control the gain of the AGC used
for the amplified version of 'B'.
Another way to look at the operation of this circuit is that the induced voltage 'B'
of Figure 4-7 is amplified to a certain level determined by the circuit and feedback path.
This amplified version of 'B' is then subtracted from 'A', of Figure 4-7, resulting in the
actual voltage of the steel with a reduced influence from the magnetic field. The current-
driven wire loop of Figure 4-7 is used as a calibration. When the circuit cancels out the
voltage induced from the magnetic field of this current-driven wire loop, it should cancel
the influence of all magnetic fields from the desired measurement.
As stated before, this was only performed as a design exercise and never actually
implemented. This approach was not tested because other analysis techniques were used
to reduce the influence of magnetic coupling. Using the analysis techniques discussed in
Chapter 5, a system was developed without the need for magnetic shielding or active
magnetic field cancellation.
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Chapter 5
Analysis Techniques
The three analysis techniques to be covered in this chapter are synchronous detection,
projection of FFTs, and matched filtering. In practice, all of these techniques worked
with similar success. As mentioned in the previous chapter, these techniques came from
the realization that the measured voltage signal changed amplitude and phase when the
angle of the injection wire and the measurement cable changed. This observation was an
important step towards developing the three analysis techniques, and made the shielding
and active magnetic field canceling systems discussed in the previous chapter
unnecessary.
5.1 Model for Inductively Coupled Measurements
The amplitude and phase of the signal changed depending on the angle in which the
injection wire crossed the measurement cable. This was first observed with a sine wave
injection current, shown in Figure 5-1. The current is a fixed signal, unchanging with the
angle of intersection. The voltage measurements VI, V2, and V3 were taken when the
injection wire and measurement cable were perpendicular, at a 45-degree angle, and
parallel to each other. The injection wire and measurement cable had a constant distance,
or height, between them. The change in both amplitude and phase are apparent. As the
angle of intersection goes from 90-degrees to 0-degrees, the measured voltage goes from
a smaller in-phase signal to a larger phase-shifted signal.
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This makes measuring voltage signals consistently, very difficult. However, with
the development of the right model these results made physical sense. Figure 5-2 is a
model of the physical system, detailing what is happening, causing the changes in
amplitude and phase with changes in the intersection angle.
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Figure 5-1: The current is consistent, and the same, for all three voltage measurements.
VI, V2, and V3 are voltage measurements taken when the injection wire and
measurement cable were perpendicular, at a 45-degree angle, and parallel to each other.
The model in Figure 5-2 applies to every injection site, however the model
parameters are most likely different. The parameters Rw and Rs in the model of Figure
5-2 are the resistances of the injection wire and steel sheet respectively. As a first order
approximation, these resistances should be constant at every injection site, regardless of
the frequency content within the current load. The resistances are functions of the
metal's conductance, the length of the current path, and the area of the metal. For each
injection site, the intersection angle between the injection wire and the measurement
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cable should have no effect on those parameters. Therefore, the changes in the
measurement have to be due to a change in the inductances.
Rw
T +
Lm Vsense
Current Source
Rs
Figure 5-2: This diagram is a physical model for injected currents into the car through a
wire and its interaction with the measurement cable. A change in the angle of
intersection changes the magnetizing inductance, Lm, and the leakage inductance Li.
The constants Rw and Rs are the resistances of the wire and steel from that injection site,
respectively. The voltage Vsense is the differential voltage that the NVP, described in
Chapter 3, records.
The inductances are functions of the geometry and will change based on the angle
of intersection between the injection wire and the measurement cable. This is represented
in the model of Figure 5-2 with the adjustable magnetizing and leakage inductances, Lm
and Li respectively. As the angle sweeps from 90-degrees to 0-degrees, Lm will become
larger as there is more flux coupling between the injection wire and the measurement
cable. Within this model, Vsense results from the superposition of current traveling
through Rs and LI with the additive coupling from Lm, so a larger Lm means a larger and
more out-of-phase measured signal. This concept is demonstrated in Figure 5-3 where
the measured signal, the sum of the two 90-degree out-of-phase vectors, becomes larger
and more out-of-phase as the quadrature, or imaginary, component increases.
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The contribution of Vsense generated from the transformer between the injection
wire and the measurement cable is a quadrature contribution, or 90 degrees out-of-phase,
from the Resistive component. Meaning, the right technique can ignore the out-of-phase
portion of the measurement; resulting in a solution that is dependant solely on the
resistance, and removing the geometric relationship between the injection wires and the
measurement cable from the measured signal.
Im[v] Im[v] IM[v - - - -
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Figure 5-3: These diagrams demonstrate the vector sum of the real and imaginary parts,
of the measured voltage signal, increasing in amplitude and phase, as the quadrature
component gets larger. Currents flowing through the inductances Lm and Li of Figure 5-
1 cause the imaginary component of the voltage measurement, and currents flowing
through the resistances Rw and Rs cause the real component of the voltage measurement.
Three techniques were found that could take advantage of the physical model that
was developed; synchronous detection, projections of FFTs, and matched filtering. These
techniques were used without requiring shielding or an active magnetic field canceling
circuit. The injection wires and measurement cables cross and move in any capacity
without interrupting the system. The rest of this chapter is devoted to exploring the three
techniques, explaining how they take advantage of the model and why they are useful.
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5.2 Synchronous Detection
Synchronous Detection is a means of extracting a signal by locking in on the frequency
and phase of a signal within the measurement. This technique can extract the content of a
signal even if the signal to noise ratio is less than one. The key, is in knowing the
frequency and the phase of the signal you are looking for. In this case, the current is the
known piece of information and the part of the voltage measurement in phase with the
current is the desired result because that is the part of the voltage due to the resistance of
the metal being measured.
The measured sinusoidal current was turned into a square wave of the same
frequency and phase with a comparator. This signal was then multiplied with the
measured voltage signal, creating a full-wave rectified version of the voltage. This
rectified signal is passed through a low-pass filter, with a very low cut-off frequency
resulting in a constant DC value. This technique will extract the information that has the
same frequency and phase as the current, canceling most other noise, interference, and
most importantly the quadrature component of the voltage. Looking back, using a sine
wave of current as the sync would have been better to reduce the addition of odd
harmonics introduced by the square wave.
This technique can be implemented in two different ways, in either hardware or
software. To gain an understanding of the system, and the technique, a hardware
implementation was considered via the block diagram of Figure 5-4. In this cartoon the
two measurements, signal is first amplified. The output of this is then multiplied by a
cosine wave of the desired frequency and phase of the desired signal being detected
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within the measurement signal. The output of this then goes to a low-pass filter creating
a constant DC value as the final output for this technique.
Signal LPF
Figure 5-4: This is a block-diagram implementation for the synchronous detection
analysis technique [7].
However, instead of implementing the system in hardware a software approach
was used to quickly see whether this analysis technique would work. MATLAB was
used to create the script sync det.m in Appendix B.2 to test this concept. The main
components of this system are the input measurement signal, the sync signal, and a low-
pass filter. These are directly correlated to the hardware description above.
To create the sync signal a comparator function was used on the current
measurement. Anything above zero was turned into +1, and anything below zero was
turned into -1, creating a square wave in phase with the current. The use of this square
wave will add high frequency harmonic content to the output of the multiplier. Ideally, a
cosine wave is multiplied by the measured signal to prevent this from occurring. The
generated square wave was then multiplied by the voltage measurement, rectifying the
signal. This rectified signal was then low-pass filtered to produce a DC value.
Here are a few examples of what should be expected as the result of this
synchronous detection analysis technique. If the measurement and the sync were
completely in phase, the system would yield a positive result. If the measurement were
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180 degrees out of phase, the system would yield a negative value. If the measurement
were entirely 90 degrees out of phase, the result would be zero. By going through that, it
can be seen that this technique will nullify any part of the signal that is 90 degrees out of
phase with the current, the part that is causing all of the trouble, as described in previous
sections. Not only that, but it will get rid of anything that is out of phase with the sync
signal.
The output of this technique is a voltage. The signal used by the sync is unit-less,
since it is a square wave of +/- 1 with the same frequency and phase as the current.
Therefore, multiplying it with the voltage yields a voltage. Similarly, the low-pass filter
will not affect the units of the output, leaving them in terms of voltage. Only 1-Amp
IkHz sine waves were observed with this technique, so scaling or normalizing the signal
was not considered.
5.3 FFT Analysis
With the synchronous detection method, the current is used to extract the important data
within the voltage signal. The current signal is something that is known, and can be used
to synchronize to, allowing the system to focus on the data that does not change due to
the geometry of the injection wires and measurement cables, the resistance at that
injection site. For the FFT, the same approach can be used. The information that is
known is the real and imaginary components of the FFT for the current. For the 1-amp
1kHz sinusoidal injection current, the FFT of the current and voltage measurements at
1kHz, is the part of the signal that has strongest signal-level.
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The 1kHz component of the FFT for each signal will likely have a real and
imaginary component. In a complex plane, the imaginary component is commonly used
as the y-axis and the real component as part of the x-axis. By plotting the complex value
of the 1kHz component of the FFT for the current, this will form a vector in the complex
plane. The same thing can be done with the voltage, however this will likely, but not
necessarily, be a different vector with different phase and different magnitude. An
example of the two vectors is shown in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5: This is an example of what the vectors, formed from the real and imaginary
components of the FFT at 1kHz, look like for the measured current and voltage.
The concept of projections is now applied to these two vectors. To find the part
of the voltage that is due primarily to the resistance of the metal, the desired value is the
projection of the voltage onto the current, shown in Figure 5-6. Since the 1kHz
component of the current's FFT should be consistent, regardless of injection site, the
voltage's projection onto it should be a good metric that will change according to the
voltages recorded. Like the synchronous detection method, this should also be able to
provide a great level of accuracy, highlighting the consistent resistance values, and
blocking out the varying quadrature component.
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This works because the component of the voltage, caused from current flowing
through the resistance of the metal, should remain unchanged due to inductive/magnetic
coupling, which can change with geometry of the injection wires and measurement
cables. Thus, the contribution of the measured voltage signal that is in phase with the
current, or the voltage's projection onto the current, should remain constant even when
the angle of the injection wire and measurement cable changes. The MATLAB script
created to compute the projection of the 1kHz component of the voltage FFT onto the
1kHz component of the current FFT is called proj.m, in Appendix B.3.
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Figure 5-6: The 1khz component of the voltage FFT is projected onto the 1kHz
component of the current FFT. The real and imaginary values of the projection, Pr and Pi
respectively, can then be used as the values to train the system, or alternatively detect
where current was injected into the steel sheet or car chassis.
The only thing that should change is the part that is 90 degrees out-of-phase with
the current, or the quadrature component. In Figure 5-7 a change in the quadrature
component will affect the total power of the voltage signal, but should have little to no
effect on the voltage's projection onto the current. This, like the synchronous detection
method should result in a successful method to determine the location of the injection
site.
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The quadrature component of the voltage signal is found by rotating the current's
vector by 90-degrees, as demonstrated in Figure 5-7. If the vector of the voltage is then
projected onto this quadrature current, it will result in the quadrature component of the
voltage. All of this is done via simple linear algebra techniques [8].
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Figure 5-7: This diagram shows all aspects of the signal. The quadrature part of the
current, the FFT of the current rotated by 90-degrees, is included. The voltage is formed
from the sum of the quadrature projection and the projection onto the real part. Thus, as
Q gets larger, P remains the same, showing the validity of this method.
As described, the above steps provide an output that is the magnitude of the FFT
of the measured voltage. However, the actual implementation also compensated for
scaled current injections. For a linear system, when the input is scaled by a constant
value, the output is scaled by the same amount [7]. Therefore, if the current is amplified
by a constant factor x, the measured voltage should be scaled by that same factor of x.
To account for this, a method for normalizing the inputs before going into the
analysis technique was used. This was done by dividing the current measurement signal
and the voltage measurement signal by the integral of the absolute value of the current
measurement signal. This was chosen because the integral of the current scales linearly
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with the amplitude of the injected current, and was easy to implement in MATLAB. This
transforms the current measurement into a unit-less waveform, and the voltage
measurement in terms of impedance.
When the projection is completed, there are two numbers a real and an imaginary
number. In order to do the analysis, one of these numbers was chosen. Due to the
similar shape and structure of the created contours using either of the numbers, the
decision was made arbitrarily, but was kept consistent. In every experiment, the
imaginary component of this number was chosen, even though both numbers were
created through the analysis technique.
5.4 Matched Filter - Maximum Correlation
The two methods described above, synchronous detection and the projection of FFTs, are
ways to analyze the data and detect the location of sine waves entering the car. One
technique that was used to detect the injection site of arbitrary waveforms was a matched
filter.
The concept behind a matched filter is that there is a known signal a system is
trying to identify from a measured source, buried in noise. If the noise is uncorrelated to
the desired signal, then a value denoting the strength of the desired signal present in the
measurement can be determined. A method for determining this is to take the desired
signal that you already know, time-reverse it, and then convolve it with the recorded
noisy measurement. The larger value between the absolute value of the maximum and
minimum from this operation is the value relating the measured signal to the desired
signal. This value will occur when the in-phase portion of the desired signal and the
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measured signal are lined up, exactly the type of concept used in the synchronous
detection and projection of FFT analysis approach. The MATLAB script matchc.m
computes the values from the matched filter, shown in Appendix B.4.
More specifically, the current signal is the desired signal to be correlated with the
voltage measurement. As stated earlier, the injected current should be the same
regardless of the injection site in which it is injected. The current measurement i is time-
reversed to form the filter h in Equation 5-1. This filter is then convolved with the
voltage measurement v in Equation 5-2, creating the output of this matched filter
technique y [9].
h[k] =i[L -k] (5-1)
00
y[n= v[khln - k] (5-2)
The maximum value of the signal y occurs when the voltage measurement and the
current measurement are in-phase with each other, or have maximum correlation to each
other. This value is proportional to the component of the voltage that is in-phase with the
current. This is an approach that can be used on arbitrary signals to detect where the
location of a specific current is being injected. A baseline contour may need to be
created for each type of load.
The output of this technique, y, is in units of power or Watts. However, as
described at the end of the Section 5.3, a method to compensate for scaled injection
currents was required. The normalization technique used here was the same as described
at the end of Section 5.3, where both the current measurements and voltage
measurements were divided by the integral of the absolute value of the current
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measurement. Therefore, the actual result of this matched filter method is the magnitude
of the impedance between the two nodes of the voltage measurement when current was
injected into the injection site in which the data was collected.
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Chapter 6
Surfaces, Contours, and Triangulation
In order for the system to detect the location of current being injected into the steel sheet
or the car chassis, it must be trained first. The process required to train the system and
then locate the injection site of current into the car chassis will be described in this
chapter. The procedure for the steel sheet is the same with some variables changed.
6.1 Training Detection System: Generating Contours
In order to train the system, data was collected using the experimental procedure
described in Section 2.2 for a specific current load. For example a 1-amp 1kHz sine
wave injected into the car chassis, henceforth termed Sine1. This data was then parsed
using the MATLAB script load-newcar.m in Appendix B. 1.1, and analyzed using one
of the analysis techniques described in Chapter 5. The result of this analysis is an array
of data for each voltage measurement. For the car chassis, this results in a sixteen-value
array for each of the six voltage measurements taken. Appendix C.2.1 shows the data for
the load Sinel using the projection of FFTs analysis technique described in Chapter 5.
In Appendix C.2. 1, the columns are the voltage probes used to measure voltages
on the car chassis, and the rows are the injection sites. Each value in the same column,
for example the column Vp, is the result of the analysis technique from Chapter 5 applied
to the data collected by the voltage probe Vp when current was injected into the injection
sites listed on the left. For this example, the last element in the column Vc_o, results
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from the projection of FFT analysis technique using data collected from Vco with Sine 1
injected into the injection site 'A'.
The information stored within the arrays was then mapped into a 2-dimensioinal
grid, representing the orientation of the injection sites of the car. The car chassis' 16
injection sites were in a 15x3 grid with an extra injection site at the bottom left, as seen in
Figure 6-la. To restore the geometric orientation of the measurements made, they were
mapped into the grid structure of Figure 6-lb. Thus, the value of the array at an injection
site is turned into a height at the (x, y) location of the injection site, which can be turned
into a surface, as done with the Sine 1 data for the Vco voltage probe in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-1: The injection sites in (a) are turned into a grid based solely on the injection
site's orientation with respect to each other in (b). The numbers of the axis are arbitrary
and could be arbitrarily scaled, they do not imply a fixed distance between injection sites.
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Figure 6-2: With each injection site mapped to an (x, y) location and by using the values
of the analyzed data from one of the voltage probes as the height (z-axis), a baseline
surface can be created.
The above process is repeated for each voltage probe, which resulted in six
surfaces for the Sinel injection current into the car chassis. These surfaces are termed
"baseline" surfaces, and the completion of this step trains the system for current
injections that are 1-amp 1 kHz sine waves. These surfaces are then used to locate the
injection site of future 1-amp 1kHz sine waves into the car chassis.
6.2 Detecting the Location of Current Injections
The process for detecting the location of current injected into the steel sheet and the car
chassis are about the same. The only differences are the selection of a couple variables in
the MATLAB scripts. This process is demonstrated for the car chassis using the Sine 1
example mentioned above.
During a test trial, current is injected into one of the sixteen injection sites, but the
location of that injection site is unknown to the person running the experiment. The
measurements made from this trial were recorded and analyzed using one of the analysis
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technique from Chapter 5, in this case the FFT projection method. This will result in a
single value for each voltage probe used. This value lies on a contour line on the baseline
surface generated during the training phase for its respective voltage probe.
To determine the injection site of the test current, two contour lines are generated
from each measurement. To take into account possible error and slop in the system, the
test value just generated +/-30 percent, was used to select two contour lines from the
baseline surface for that voltage probe. When this is drawn on the contour plot, it means
the injection site should lie within the two lines, or the formed area. When this is done
for the three voltage measurements, the location where the three areas intersect with each
other identifies the location of the current injection.
For example, if the value for Vco from this test trial was 10, the two contours
drawn from the Vco baseline surface would be the values of 7 and 13. Thus, each
voltage probe used produces a contour plot with a certain highlighted area based on the
test value measured. Taking the three-layered contours, the location where the areas
intersect, is the location of the current injected into the car chassis. This is shown in
Figure 6-3 where Vc_o, Vi_g, and Vmo were used to locate the 1-Amp 1kHz sine wave
injected into the injection site 'F'.
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Figure 6-3: The areas of the three contours intersect at location (1,5), which maps into
injection site 'F', which is where the current was injected for this trial. The highlighted
box indicates the predicted location of current injection and the 'plus' indicates the actual
injection site.
6.3 MATLAB Scripts
To generate the contour plots, and then use them to predict the current injection site, a
series of MATLAB scripts were generated. The flowchart in Figure 6-4 shows the order
of steps, and the corresponding MATLAB scripts used, to generate this data. The
MATLAB scripts for the car chassis will be described below, and are included in
Appendix B.1.
|Load Data
Proces Data.
FFr projection Matched Filter
load-new car.i
proj-ffcar.nn
pro .n niaf a_c
Generate (ontours
-)look at new car headHm
FDetect Location of
Curwrent Injection
Figure 6-4: The flowchart on the left shows the steps used to generate the contour plots
and then detect the location of an injected current. The flowchart to the right shows the
names of the actual MATLAB scripts used to do this.
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At first, loadnewcar.m is used to load the data into the MATLAB workspace.
Within this script, the user must select the trial number (tri) between one and seven. The
user also has the option to select which set of data to load by setting the head variable to
zero or one. If head is set to one, the script will load headlight or RC data, and if it is set
to zero the script will load sine wave data. This step will load all of the data for one trial
as described in Chapter 2.
After the data is loaded for this trial, it can be processed using projcar-fft.m.
This script has variables head, trial, type, orig_1khz, and dataset, which can be set by
the user. The variable head is set to zero or one to indicate whether the user wishes to
process sine wave data or headlight/RC data respectively. If this is set to zero, the FFT
projection method is chosen and projfft.m is used, however if set to one, the matched
filter analysis technique is chosen and matchc.m is used. The variable trial can be set
from one to seven and indicates the trial that the user is working on. The user will
usually want this to be incremented, starting from one, each time a new trial is being
processed. The other variables are only used for sine wave analysis.
The variable type is used to indicate whether the user is looking at a 1kHz sine
wave or a 40kHz sine wave, the two sine waves analyzed during experimentation. If type
is set to one, it will analyze 1kHz information, and if it is set to anything else, the script
will analyze 40kHz information. To change the window in which the user is looking at
data, for IkHz data only, they can use the orig 1kHz variable. If this variable is set to
zero, the entire recorded signal is used in the analysis for the FFT projection method.
However, if this variable is set to one, the script will look at only 10 cycles of
information. To determine which ten cycles of data to look at, the dataset variable is
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used. By default, this should be kept at one, however if the user decides to look at
another time segment of the same waveform, this variable can be changed selecting a
different ten-cycle segment of the signal to analyze. After this script is used, the data in
which the contours can be generated from, is produced. All of the data in Appendix C
was taken at this stage of the analysis.
The above two steps are to be repeated at least twice. The first time to generate
the base contours, and any time after that will also generate contours, but these results
will also be compared to the base contours of the first trial. To do this, the
lookatnewcarhead.m script is used. The two things the user can change in this script
are the maximum number of the for-loop, which should be set to the number of trials
used, and the variable inj, which is used to select the appropriate injection site.
This last stage is purely graphical. All of the results from this are in the form of
charts and graphs. There are baseline contours that are produced for the three voltage
measurements used in most of the analysis, Vc_o, Vig, and Vmo. These baseline
contours are generated for each trial, so that the user can compare the contours generated
from the different trials. In addition, a graph with the overlapping contours appears, and
the intersecting areas predict the site of the injected current. The actual site of the current
injection was the one chosen by the user before running the script, determined graphically
on the contour map by using the mapping of Figure 6-1.
The files for the steel sheet are loadsteelsheet.m, proj_fft.m, lookatsteel.m,
proj.m, and syncdet.m. These are used in the same manner as the above scripts were
used for the car chassis, and they are included in Appendix B.2.
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Chapter 7
Results
After going through a long development phase, the project was ready to be put to the test.
All parts were in place and the different analysis techniques took care of the non-
idealities present in the real world so that consistent results could be determined. The
first pass attempt at running the full system was on the steel sheet, and once satisfied that
the technique was sound, promptly moved over to the car and tested the system there.
The synchronous detection method and the projection of FFTs method all used
sine waves at 1kHz for the preliminary tests. The sine waves were supplied from a signal
generator, which were then amplified by a power amplifier built for this application. The
schematic of this power amplifier is in the Appendix and had a bandwidth of about
1 OOkHz. The synchronous detection method was only used on the steel sheet, and the
FFT analysis was used first on the steel sheet and then on the car.
For a real-world load, a car headlight was chosen as the injection current. To
operate this a car battery was used as the supply voltage, and to turn the light on a solid-
state relay was used so there would be a smooth on-transition without having to worry
about a mechanical relay bouncing. A diagram showing the circuit implementation of
this is shown in Appendix A2.2. The matched filter technique was used to evaluate this
injection current to determine where the current from this load entered the car body. This
set of experimentation was only performed on the car chassis.
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7.1 The Steel Sheet
A steel sheet was used as a means to work out issues in the system and try to get a handle
on how to accurately measure the signals and get consistent results. For this experiment
the synchronous detection method was first used. After validating its potential to locate
the injection site of current, the projection of FFT method was then applied.
7.1.1 Synchronous Detection with the Steel Sheet
The first system that showed signs of success was on the steel sheet with the synchronous
detection analysis technique. The MATLAB script sync det.m, in Appendix B.2.2, was
used as a software implementation of this approach for fast prototyping. An example of
the current, in Figure 7-la, was used to generate the sync signal, anything above zero was
given +1 and anything below zero was given -1. The sync signal was then multiplied by
the current in Figure 7-l a, and the measured voltage in Figure 7-2a, to rectify the signal.
The rectified versions of each signal were then passed through a low-pass filter, in
this case a 3-pole Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency at 0.3Hz. The final stead-
state output of this filter is the value that is used to create either a surface plot or a
contour line.
These examples verify some of the thought exercises concerning synchronous
detection that were brought up in Chapter 5. In Figure 7-1, because the sync signal is
generated from the current, it is completely in phase with the current generating the
positive value found at the end of Figure 7-la. However, in Figure 7-2, the sync signal is
almost 180-degrees out-of-phase, resulting in the negative signal found in Figure 7-2b.
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Figure 7-1: The 1kHz current is turned into a sync square wave having the same
frequency and phase. This sync signal is multiplied by the current to rectify the signal,
prepping it to be low-pass filtered, and then multiplied by the voltage in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-2: The 1kHz sine wave of voltage is rectified by the square wave created from
the current. The measured voltage, the sync signal, and the rectified signal are all
displayed.
For reasons of speed, and the idea that the steel sheet was just a proof-of-concept
for the car chassis, only two voltage measurements were taken. Thus, there are only two
surfaces or contours for this method on the steel sheet. Even though three measurements
would be required to reduce ambiguity in the detection scheme, as long as the two that
were being used highlighted the correct area, this would be determined a successful
technique and be considered ready for testing on the car. The two surfaces created were
of points Vco and Vig displayed in Figure 7-3a and Figure 7-3b respectively.
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Figure 7-3: These are an interpolated version of the surfaces created using synchronous
detection on the measurements Vco and Vig, (a) and (b) respectively.
Another trial of data was taken and put through the same synchronous detection
process as the baseline data. These values were then compared against the
contours/surfaces of the baseline to detect an injection site. A few of the resulting plots
are shown below in Figure 7-4.
It's important to also note that while this test was going on, another test was also
being performed. This method is supposed to work without requiring the measurement
cables to be shielded with mu-metal. To test this, the measurement cables for Vig were
shielded with mu-metal, but the measurement cables for Vco were not. Even with this,
the system is able to identify the location of current injected into the car. This shows that
that the shielding is not required given this analysis technique, or any technique that takes
advantage of the concepts described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 7-4: For each figure, the areas of intersection, highlighted with a box, are what
the system perceives as possible injection sites. There are only two measurements so in
(c) and (d) there is some ambiguity, but the others have highlighted with good accuracy
the correct injection site. Current was injected into sites 'B', 'F', 'G', and 'E' for (a), (b),
(c), and (d) respectively. The dot represents the actual injection site.
The examples shown in Figure 7-4 are good cases in which the correct location
was identified by this technique. However, in some instances, these two measurements
didn't intersect, or they intersected in a location very far from the actual injection site.
However, even with just two of the three measurements required for full triangulation, 11
out of 14 injection sites could be correctly identified from this technique, branding it a
success and justified looking into the projection of FFTs as the next analysis technique to
use.
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7.1.2 Projection of FFTs for the Steel Sheet
After validating a successful method to determine the location of current being injected
into the steel sheet, another method was put to the test. The MATLAB script proj.m of
Appendix B.2.3 was used to project the voltage FFT onto the current FFT to detect the
location of current being injected into the steel sheet. Like the synchronous detection
method, only two voltage probes were used resulting in only two surface/contour maps
leaving room for some ambiguity.
The surfaces in Figure 7-5 are the surfaces generated for Vco and Vig using this
projection of FFT method. The surfaces generated using this technique have very similar
characteristics to those in Figure 7-3 from the synchronous detection method. However,
they are different enough in shape and amplitude that a linear scaling would not be able
to transform one into the other.
(a) (b)
Figure 7-5: These are an interpolated version of the surfaces created using projections of
FFTs on the measurements Vco and Vig, (a) and (b) respectively.
The next trial was then compared to these surfaces to determine its effectiveness
at locating the injection site of current. For consistency, the same injection sites 'B,' 'F',
'G', and 'E' are displayed below in Figure 7-6a-d respectively. In Figure 7-6c there is no
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visible intersecting area. Making it incapable of selecting the correct injection site, which
is 'G', or (3, 3). However, Figure 7-6a, b, and d correctly predict the injection site with
the highlighted box. This technique had about the same success rate as the
synchronization method and was able to correctly identify, again with just these two
probes, 11 of 14 injection sites. This was determined to be successful enough to then test
the technique on the car.
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Figure 7-6: For each figure, the areas of intersection are what the system perceives as
possible injection sites. (c) has failed to detect it's location, but the others have
highlighted with good accuracy the correct injection site. Current was injected into sites
'B', 'F', 'G', and 'E' for (a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively. The dot represents the actual
injection site.
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7.2 The Car Chassis
After testing the concepts on the steel sheet, the real test of the system began, integrating
the system onto the car chassis. For this, three voltage measurements were taken and
used to triangulate the location of current injected into the car After verifying the
projection of FFT method, and realizing that it was the more practical implementation,
that was the first technique used to evaluate injection currents entering the car chassis.
Upon successful completion of this method the matched filter technique was used for a
real-load, a car headlight.
7.2.1 Projection of FFTs in the Car Chassis
The three voltage measurements that were used for the car chassis were Vco, Vig, and
Vmo. Through experimentation, these gave the most consistent and useful sets of data in
which to find the location of current being injected into the car. The surfaces that were
created by this technique, using a 1kHz 1-amp peak-to-peak sine wave, are shown in
Figure 7-7a-c, displaying Vco, Vig, and Vmo respectively.
Again, after creating the baseline information, a test trial of data was recorded and
compared with the baselines displayed in Figures 7-7a-c. Again, for consistency and for
comparison to the steel sheet experiments, the same injection sites 'B', 'F', 'G', and 'E'
are displayed here in Figure 7-8a-d respectively.
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Figure 7-7: These are the surfaces created using projections of FFTs of the
measurements Vco, Vig, and Vmo, which are (a), (b), and (c) respectively.
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Figure 7-8: For each figure, the areas of intersection are what the system perceives as
possible injection sites. (a) and (d) have some ambiguity within them, but the others have
highlighted with good accuracy the correct injection site. With different values used for
the error-bars, higher accuracy can be obtained. Current was injected into sites 'B', 'F',
'G', and 'E' for (a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively. The dot represents the actual injection
site.
The voltage measurement locations were chosen because they proved to be the
most consistent and unique of the measurements taken. However, there may be different
locations in the car where voltage probes can be placed providing results that are more
consistent. In addition, if a fourth or fifth voltage measurement were used, it would
reduce some of the ambiguity. In addition, knowing what sensors are being used, an
algorithm giving certain measurements more credibility than others in particular regions
of the car can also be implemented.
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7.2.2 Matched Filter and the Car Chassis
This is the third analysis technique used overall, and the second technique used on the car
chassis. The benefit of this technique is its flexibility towards the type of signal being
identified. The previous techniques required a certain frequency sine wave, and the
analysis technique needed to use that information to find the location of the injection site.
The matched filter uses the current measurements and the voltage measurements only.
For this experiment, a headlight was used as the load, producing the current entering the
car. The matched filter method would then create the baseline for this, or could create a
baseline for any other load, without needing any additional information about
frequencies.
Again, as in the projection of FFTs method, three voltage measurements were
used, Vco, Vig, and Vmo. The baseline surfaces/contours created from the first trial are
in Figure 7-9.
The surfaces produced by the matched filter technique in Figure 7-9 are quite
different from those produced by the projection of FFTs in Figure 7-7. The shapes,
orientations, and gradients of the surfaces are different. This means that the surface from
the FFT technique, created from lkHz information, cannot be scaled to work for the
matched filter, and vice versa. This does not mean that the techniques cannot work, but
the baseline contours created from the two sets of data and different techniques, cannot
be interchanged.
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Figure 7-9: These are the surfaces created using a matched filter of the measurements
Vco, Vig, and Vmo, which are (a), (b), and (c) respectively. Due to the normalization
scheme mentioned in Section 7.3 and described in Section 6.3, the created surface is
impedance.
These surfaces were created using the techniques described in Chapter 6 using the
matched filter analysis technique of Section 5.2. After obtaining the baseline
surfaces/contours, the analysis can be performed, to determine whether this technique can
identify the location in which the current was injected into the car. Again, for
consistency the same injection sites 'B', 'F', 'G', and 'E' are being used as examples and
displayed in Figure 7-10Oa-d.
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Figure 7-10: For each figure, the areas of intersection are what the system perceives
possible injection sites. All of the displayed figures are able to identify correctly the
location of current being injected into the car. This technique was able to correctly
identify all of the 16 injection sites that had the headlight current injected into it.
as
Of the two techniques used on the car chassis, this proved to be most consistent in
terms of determining the location of current injected into the car chassis. To test the
effectiveness of the normalization scheme, these baseline contours were compared with
data collected from two parallel headlights and a parallel RC load, described in Sections
7.3 and 7.4 respectively.
7.3 Scaling
To make the system more practical, and more robust, the baseline surfaces created from a
current load should be able to detect the location of injected current for more than just
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that specific type of current injection. For example, if baseline data for 1kHz at 1-amp
already exists, it would be ideal to use that same baseline to detect the location for an
injected test current of 1 kHz and 2-amps. Alternatively, instead of just being able to
detect one headlight with the headlight-baseline data collected, the system should also be
able to detect the location for an injected current from two headlights in parallel.
This is desired because the system becomes more general if it doesn't have to
store and make contours for the 1-amp and 2-amp case, or the 1-headlight and 2-
headlight case. It would make much more sense to have just one baseline for each type
of current, and have the system scale, or normalize the results as needed.
The car chassis is a large grid-like mesh of resistors and inductors, but all of those
components and pieces are linear devices. When combined, the system as a whole should
also be linear. Thus, if the voltage x is measured with 1-amp of current being injected
into the car, 2x should be measured when 2-amps of current are injected into the car.
This concept was used in order to create a normalization scheme to compensate for
changes in scale.
The approach taken as mentioned in Section 5.3, for both the projection of FFTs
and the matched filter methods, was to normalize the measured results. To do this, the
integral of the absolute value of the current was used. The idea here is that in a given
time frame, if the current is doubled, the height is the only thing that changes, thus
doubling the area of the current waveform. By dividing both the current and the voltage
measurements by this scale factor, it should normalize everything to the same set of
surfaces, regardless of amplitude.
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of the normalization scheme, three test
waveforms were used, 1khz and 40kHz sine waves, and a headlight load. This was first
tried using the projection of FFT method. The baseline surfaces for a 40kHz sine wave
with 1 -amp peak-to-peak current were created, and the test source was a 40kHz sine
wave with 2-amps peak-to-peak. Similarly, the same approach was taken with the 1khz
sine wave. To test this normalization method with the matched filter, a single headlight
was used as the baseline and two headlights in parallel were used as the test source.
Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12 show the results of this techniqu for the 40kHz and
the 2-headlight experiments respectively. The results for the 1kHz trial are not shown.
Again, for consistency, all of these are showing what the system found when the currents
were injected into the injection sites 'B', 'F', 'G', and 'E'.
In most cases, the scaling worked quite well and was able to identify the location
of the current being injected into the car. The one identified issue occurred with the
headlight data. For some reason, one of the voltage measurements had a certain offset
that could not be accounted for. As an attempt to compensate, one point, that was mostly
flat anyways, was set to zero and all of the measurements from that voltage probe were
offset by that difference.
The ability to scale shows that that the assumption of the car being a linear system
is in fact a true one. In addition, it shows that less baseline information is needed because
the system will not need a different baseline for scaled versions of the same current
waveform.
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Figure 7-11: For each figure, the areas of intersection are what the system perceives as
possible injection sites of the 40kHz 2-amp sine wave. All of the displayed figures are
able to identify correctly the location of current being injected into the car. This shows
that the scaling/normalization technique works quite well for the projection of FFTs.
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Figure 7-12: For each figure, the areas of intersection are what the system perceives as
possible injection sites the two parallel headlights. All of the displayed figures are able to
identify correctly the location of current being injected into the car. This shows that the
scaling/normalization technique works quite well for the matched filter approach.
7.4 Detecting Parallel RC load with Headlight Contours
Section 7.3 demonstrated that the current injection system is capable of determining the
location of scaled versions of the same load current. To extend this concept further, the
system was using two different loads. First, surface plots were created using a headlight
current load. Subsequently, those surfaces were used to locate currents injected by the
RC load, whose schematic appears in Appendix A. 1.3. Being able to use the surface
plots from the headlight load to detect injected currents from other loads will make the
system more flexible.
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Figure 1-13: These plots show the FFT for the two injection currents, (a) is the headlight
and (b) is the parallel RC circuit. The shapes of these waveforms are similar.
Using the process described in Chapter 6, the data recorded using the headlight
injection current, was used to train the system. Afterwards, a trial of data was collected,
following the procedure of Chapter 2, for the parallel RC circuit as the injection current
load, and tested against the baseline data from the headlight. Figure 7-14 has plots with
the results for a current injection into injection site 'B', 'F', G' and 'E' using the same
three voltage probes, Vc_o, Vi_g, and Vm-o as with the other trials.
The system is able to detect regions for possible injection sites of the RC load, but
is not as accurate as if it was trying to detect the headlight load. Thus, characterizing the
car with one load, and using that as the baseline for many different loads may be possible.
However, using the scaling, or normalizing, technique that was used the system was not
able to clearly locate the source of the injected current.
To try to compensate for this, one thing that was done as an intermediary step,
was to use the data from a fourth voltage sensor. Better predictions of the location of
injected currents can be obtained with the addition of the voltage probe Vc-a. Thus, a
logic scheme giving priority to certain measurements in certain parts of the car, could be
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developed to aid in the decision of detecting where the short is located. Figure 7-15
shows the same data as 7-14, except with the additional voltage probe information.
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Figure 7-14: These figures use data from a headlight injection current to train the system
and data from a parallel RC circuit to test. The highlighted boxes are the locations where
the system believes current may have been injected. The injection sites shown are 'B',
'F', 'E', and 'G' for (a) - (d) respectively.
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Figure 7-15: Using another voltage measurement, Vca, reduces some of the ambiguity
about the location of the injected current.
7.5 Interpolation
The last thing that was tested was how well the system would work for an injection site
that was not used in creating the baseline. To recap, to train the system on the car
chassis, the same current is injected into 16 injection sites. Then, during testing, current
was injected into one of those same 16 injection sites, and the system had to determine
which of the 16 injection sites had current injected into it. Now, the system will be tested
to determine if it can detect the location of currents being injected in another location, a
location that isn't one of the 16 injection sites. If this works, it will show that the car can
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be characterized with 16 injection locations, but then be used to detect where current is
injected over many places, not just the 16 characterized sites.
To test this, four new holes were drilled, sanded, and had a wire attached to them,
as specified in Chapter 2. These four injection sites are shown in Figure 7-16 and are
labeled after the four injection nodes that surround them. The headlight load current was
injected into each of the off-grid nodes, and the voltages from the NVPs were measured.
The values recorded from this were then compared to the baseline contours already
generated to determine if the new injection sites could be located. The results of this for
injection sites 'HEGD', 'IFHE', 'NKMJ', and 'OLNK' are shown below in Figure 7-17.
This figure uses the additional voltage probe measuring Vc-a in addition to the normal
measurements of Vco, Vig, and Vm o.
C B A
F E D
H G
I K J
0 N NI
0 0
Figure 7-16: This diagram of the car shows the approximate orientation of the new
injection sites to test the feasibility of the system to interpolate for off-grid injection sites.
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Figure 7-17: The results for the injection of the headlight current into the interpolation
sites HEGD, IFHE, NKMJ and OLNK are displayed here in (a) - (d) respectively. The
highlighted boxes show the location that the detection system believes the short occurred.
For all of these they are close to the actual injection site.
By observing Figure 7-17, the system was able to accurately highlight the region
in which the short occurred. This shows that given the 16 injection sites that the system
was characterized with, the system can detect not only those sites, but also injection sites
in between the locations used to create the training set.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis proposed a method, which would be able to identify the location of current
being injected into the body of a car chassis. The issues of coupling and interference
from complex electromagnetic waves while measuring sub-millivolt signals across a car
body were addressed while making the short-detection system work. The work shown
here has also demonstrated that signals with similar frequency content can be scaled to
use the same, or similar, training data. This reduces the amount of time required to train
the system for a new car, and reduces the amount of memory required to story the trained
data.
Of the three analysis approaches suggested, they all worked and were able to
identify the site of current injected into the steel sheet or car. They were able to
effectively reduce the effects of the interference so that accurate measurements could be
made.
Finally, this thesis showed that the contour and triangulation technique could be
used to identify the location of current entering the car in many locations, not only those
locations that were used to form the contour data.
The work performed in this thesis can go into many different directions. Some of
the first ideas and next steps would be to look into making a more general analysis
technique. One that requires just one baseline surface and any signal could then be
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compared to it, locating the source of current being injected into the metal structure. This
brings up another extension, with the system working on a car chassis and a metal sheet,
it is likely a system could be designed for any metal structure. It could be used to detect
cuts in fences, shorts in ships, and planes.
This system can also be used as an overall diagnostic tool. Since it can look at
can analyze the voltage and current loads across the car it could verify the correct
operation of all electrical devices, and alert the driver if something needs to be changed.
For example, if the headlights are dim and about to go, a system could be designed using
this to alert the driver before the headlight actually dies.
Another application is a deformation sensor. If the metal of the car is bent or
deformed in some fashion, the baseline surfaces should change and be different. If it is a
significant difference for small deflection, then this could be used for side-air bad
deployment. In addition, this could be used to detect faults or flaws in a building's I-
beams. If one starts to get weak, this could be used to detect the change in the structure
alerting people of this change in state.
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Appendix A
Schematics
A.1 Current Injection Circuits
A.1.1 Push-Pull Power Amp
+1t5
tk g44Ht i
+ 15V .-- M4148
|AWG output 3 + ? 5 5.6 t ,2M MURt28
4 1M41485.6 t/2M
tk D45Htt
-
15V
tkk
5
Pl ad/a.
Figure A-1: This is the push-pull amplifier used to generate sine-wave injection currents.
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A.1.2 Headlight Current Source
D2440
Sol id-State
Car Battery
-.
Swi
KeLay
tch B
Headlight
Chass i s
Figure A-2: This is the Circuit used to turn on/off the headlight current load.
A.1.3 RC Current Source
D2440
Sol id-State
Relay
Switch B
16
Chass is 0O
Batte
-- Switch A
--
I 9 Vdc
Figure A-3: This is the circuit used to turn on/off the RC current load.
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Appendix B
MATLAB Code
B.1 Car Chassis Code
B.1.1 Load Car Data
%loadnewcar.m
%this script will be used to load the data from the trials performed from
%the new arrangement of cables. The reason it is "new" is that there are
%no measurement sites and injection sites at the same point. It is also
%data meant to be analyzed in the same/similar fashion as look at steel.m,
%proj.m, and proj*fft.m
trl = 1;
dsk = 1; % use this to determine the signals that you want to analyze
for dsk = 1:2
head = 0; % use this to read headlight data or sine wave data
if 1
switch dsk
case 1
disk ='DISK ';
case 2
disk = 'DISK2';
end;
if head
switch trl
case 1
trial ='headlight_t ';
sc = 5/0.01;
case 2
trial ='headlightt2';
sc = 5/0.01;
case 3
trial ='2_headlight';
sc = 5/0.01;
case 4
trial='RC long';
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se = 2/0.01;
end;
else
switch tri
case 1
trial='IkHz sinet';
sc = 0.2/0.01;
case 2
trial='IkHzsine t2';
sc = 0.2/0.01;
case 3
trial='lkHz sine_t3';
sc = 0.5/0.01;
% 1 amp pk-pk sine wave lkHz
% I amp pk-pk sine wave 1kHz
% 2 amp pk-pk sine wave 1kHz
case 4
trial = '1kHz_2amp'; % 2 amp pkpk sine wave lkz
sc = 0.5/0.01;
case 5
trial ='40_kHzsine'; % 1 amp pk-pk sine wave 40kHz
sc = 0.2/0.01;
case 6
trial ='40_kHz_sinet2'; % 2 amp pk-pk sine wave 40kHz
sc = 0.5/0.01;
case 7
trial = '1 40kHz_sine'; % 1 amp pk-pk sine wave IkHz and 40kHz
sc = 0.2/0.01;
end;
end;
val = 0;
folder = 0;
for loop = 1:16
val = val + 1;
pnum = mod(loop-1,4)*4;
anum= pnum + 1; %voltage wavefonn
cnum = anum + 1; %current waveform
inum = cnum +1;
if pnum == 0
folder = folder + 1;
switch folder
case 1
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fold ='PM';
case 2
fold ='LI';
case 3
fold ='HE';
case 4
fold ='DA';
end;
end;
%convert all to strings for loading
if pnum < 10
pnum = ['0' int2str(pnum)];
else
pnum = int2str(pnum);
end
if anum < 10
anum = ['0' int2str(anum)];
else
anum = int2str(anum);
end
if cnum < 10
cnum = ['0' int2str(cnum)];
else
cnum = int2str(cnum);
end
if inum < 10
inum = ['0' int2str(inum)];
else
inum = int2str(inum);
end
%load the requested data
if dsk == 1
[Pvolt(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/newcar2/' trial'/' disk '/' fold
'/TEKOOO' pnum '.DAT']);
[Avolt(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/newcar2/' trial'/' disk '/' fold
'/TEKOOO' anum'.DAT']);
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[Cvolt(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MATL AB704/'work/research'newcar2/'
'I'TEKOOO' enum '.DAT']);
[Curr1(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MA TLAB704/'work/research/new car2/'
'/TEKOO' inum '.DAT']);
else
[Gvolt(:,loop), t]=
data load(['/Applications/MATLA.B704/'work/research/new car2/'
'/TEKOOO' pnum '.DAT']);
[IGvolt(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MA TLAB704/work/research/newcar2/'
'/TEKOOO' anum '.DAT']);
[Bvolt(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/new car2/'
'/TEKOOO' enum '.DAT']);
[Curr2(:,loop), t] =
data load(['/Applications/MA TLAB704/work/research/new car2/'
'//TEKOOO' inum '.DAT']);
end;
end;
end;
trial 'I' disk '/ fold
trial '/' disk '/' fold
trial 'I disk '/' fold
trial '/disk '/' fold
trial '/' disk '/' fold
trial '/' disk '/' fold
if dsk == 1
Curri = Curri * sc;
else
Curr2 = Curr2 * sc;
end
end;
ts = t(2) - t(l);
Fs =1/ts;
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B.1.2 Synchronous Detection Script
function DC = syncdet(sig, sync, fs, twice)
%this will be a function, that will perform synchronous detection on a
%signal. The inputs that are required for this is the signal, the sync,
%and the sampling frequency. The outputs will be a DC value.
%the last input variable is used if you want to run the signal through the
%filter twice, primarily to run all voltages through filter twice. should
%be I or 0.
len = length(sig);
num = 10;
sync = sync - mean(sync);
sig = sig - mean(sig); % to get rid of DC offset
sync = (sync > 0) + -1 * (sync <0); % this will make the sync equal to 1, 0, or -1, and a
perfect square wave
rect = sig.*sync; % creates rectified square wave
[b, a] = butter(3, .3/(fs/2), 'low');
len = length(rect);
figure(1 0+twice)
plot([rect((len-1000):len) 5e-4.*sync((len-1000):len) sig((len-1000):len)]);
legend(rect', 'sync', 'signal');
DC = filter(b, a, rect); %filter the rectified sequence using the filter
DC = filter(b, a, DC);
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B.1.3 Projection of FFTs
function [rl, im] = proj(curr, volt, fs, sam_strt, sam len, type)
%this program will be used to do the FFT and projections, returning the
%real and imaginary component of the projection onto the current.
%this will assume the first input is the current, and the second input is
%the voltage. The third input will be the sampling frequency.
samend = samstrt + sam len -1;
%fft
[b, a] = butter(7, 500/(fs/2), 'high'); %bandpass filter the signal
%%%[b, a] butter(3, (20e3/(fs/2)), 'low');
%curr = filter(b, a. curr);
%volt = filter(b, a, volt);
curr = curr(sam strt:samend);
volt = volt(samstrt:sam end);
scale = sum(abs(curr));
curr = curr/scale;
volt = volt/scale;
figure(21)
plot(curr)
figure(22)
plot(volt)
points = length(curr);
%/****************************
%windows
%wind = blackman(points);
%wind = hamming(points);
wind = hann(points);
%wind= 1;
curr = wind. *curr;
volt = wind.*volt;
%/****************************
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CURR = fft(curr, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the current
VOLT = fft(volt, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the voltage
%Pyy = Y.*conj(Y)/points;
f = fs*(0:(points/2))/points;
o%*************************************
%for sine wave
if type == 1
index = find(f > 999.98 & f < 1000.02);
else
index = find(f > 39999 & f < 40001);
end;
%* ************************************
temp = max(real(CURR));
index2 = find(real(CURR) == temp,1);
a = [real(CURR(index)); imag(CURR(index))]; %current vector for IkHz component
b = [real(VOLT(index)); imag(VOLT(index))]; %voltage vector for IkHz component
figure( 10)
plot(a(1)*(0:10),
hold on;
Q =[0 -1; 10];
c = Q*a;
degrees)
plot(c(1)*(0:10),
hold off;
a(2)*(0:10)); % plot current
%rotation matrix, rotates 90 degrees
%find quadrature component to the current (current rotated by 90
c(2)*(0:10)); % plot qudrature component of current
figure( 11)
plot(curr)
figure(12)
plot(volt)
p = ((a'*b)/(a'*a))*a; % project voltage onto the current for resistive component
q= ((c'*b)/(c'*c))*c; % project voltage onto quadrature component of current
rl p(1);
im= p(2);
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B.1.4 Matched Filter
function [index, amp] = matchc(curr, volt, fs)
%[bf, afl = butter(2, 10/(fs/2), 'high'); %bandpass filter the signal
%%%[b, a] butter(3, (20e3/(fs/2)), 'low');
%curr = filter(bf, af, curr);
%volt = filter(bf, af, volt);
len = length(curr);
%figure(l)
%plot(curr)
scale = sum(abs(curr));
curr = curr(len - [0:len-l]);
curr = curr/scale;
figure(2)
plot(curr)
volt = volt/scale;
figure(3)
plot(volt)
temp = conv(volt, curr);
tempmax = max(temp);
temp min = min(temp);
if(temp-max > abs(temp-min))
fil = temp_ max;
else
fil = temp_min;
end;
figure(20)
plot(temp);
amp = max(fil);
index = fmd(fil == amp);
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B.1.5 Process Data
%projfft-car.m
%This script will upload three files and then perforn the an FFT analysis
%on the data. I will project the voltage measurements onto the current,
%and then use those to determine a contour system.
%possible
p = 1;
o =2;
n =3;
m =4;
1= 5;
k =6;
j = 7;
i =8;
h =9;
g= 10;
f= 11;
e= 12;
d= 13;
c = 14;
b = 15;
a= 16;
injection sites
%for somewhat good distribution, chose 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 14 = a, c, e, h, j, o for test points
inj =b; %injection site to look at
head = 0;
for inj = 1:16
trial = 1;
orig_1khz = 1; %set equal to 1 if you are doing original Ikhz, set to 0 if doing something
else
type = 1; % use I for 1kH z, use 2 for 40kHz
dataset = 2; %use this to save the analysis of different data sets of the same trial. i.e.
different time frames
% ****************************
%change the start value and the cycle value to requested.
if head == 0
if origlkhz
cycle = 250; %number of samples per cycle of sine wave input
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%strt = cycle*10 + I + (cycle*(data_ set - )); %start at middle of sequence
strt = 40 + 1 + (cycle*(dataset -1));
%numsam = cycle *100; %use 10 cycles to determine FFT
numsam= cycle*10;
%in cycle *x, if x = 10 -> scale= 1, x= 100 -> scale =10;
else
strt= 1;
numsam = length(Curr1(:,1));
end;
else
strt = 1;
numsam = length(Curr1(:,1));
end;
scale = 1;
f_temp = Fs*(O:(num-sam/2))/num-sam;
if head
sets = trial;
[DCvPr(sets, inj) DCvPi(sets, inj)]= match-c(Currl(:,inj), Pvolt(:,inj), Fs); % do
detection, run through filter once
[DCvAr(sets, inj) DCvAi(sets, inj)]= match c(CurrI(:,inj), Avolt(:,inj), Fs); % do
detection, run through filter once
[DCvCr(sets, inj) DCvCi(sets, inj)] =match-c(Currl(:,inj), Cvolt(:,inj), Fs); % do
detection, run through filter once
[DCvGr(sets, inj) DCvGi(sets, inj)]= match c(Curr2(:,inj), Gvolt(:,inj), Fs); % do
detection, run through filter once
[DCvBr(sets, inj) DCvBi(sets, inj)] = match c(Curr2(:,inj), Bvolt(:,inj), Fs); % do
detection, run through filter once
[DCvIGr(sets, inj) DCvIGi(sets, inj)] = match c(Curr2(:,inj), IGvolt(:,inj), Fs); % do
detection, run through filter once
else
if origlkhz
sets = dataset + (trial-1)*3;
else
sets = trial;
end;
[DCvPr(sets, inj) DCvPi(sets, inj)] = proj(Currl(:,inj), Pvolt(:,inj), Fs, strt, num-sam,
type); % do detection, run through filter once
[DCvAr(sets, inj) DCvAi(sets, inj)] = proj(Currl(:,inj), Avolt(:,inj), Fs, strt, num_sam,
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type); % do detection, run through filter once
[DCvCr(sets, inj) DCvCi(sets, inj)] = proj(Currl(:,inj), Cvolt(:,inj), Fs, strt, numsam,
type); % do detection, run through filter once
[DCvGr(sets, inj) DCvGi(sets, inj)] = proj(Curr2(:,inj), Gvolt(:,inj), Fs, strt, num-sam,
type); % do detection, run through filter once
[DCvBr(sets, inj) DCvBi(sets, inj)] = proj(Curr2(:,inj), Bvolt(:,inj), Fs, strt, num-sam,
type); % do detection, run through filter once
[DCvIGr(sets, inj) DCvIGi(sets, inj)] = proj(Curr2(:,inj), IGvolt(:,inj), Fs, strt, numsam,
type); % do detection, run through filter once
end
DCvPr(sets,inj) = DCvPr(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvPi(sets,inj) = DCvPi(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvAr(sets,inj) = DCvAr(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvAi(sets,inj) = DCvAi(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvCr(sets,inj) = DCvCr(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvCi(sets,inj) = DCvCi(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvGr(sets,inj) = DCvGr(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvGi(sets,inj) = DCvGi(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvBr(sets,inj) = DCvBr(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvBi(sets,inj) = DCvBi(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvIGr(sets,inj) = DCvIGr(sets,inj)/scale;
DCvIGi(sets,inj) = DCvIGi(sets,inj)/scale;
if 1 & (sets > 1)
VPi dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvPi(1,:) - DCvPi(sets,:))./DCvPi(1,:) *100;
VPr-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvPr(1,:) - DCvPr(sets,:))./DCvPr(1,:) *100;
VAi-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvAi(1,:) - DCvAi(sets,:))./DCvAi(1,:) *100;
VAr dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvAr(1,:) - DCvAr(sets,:))./DCvAr(1,:) *100;
VCi dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvCi(1,:) - DCvCi(sets,:))./DCvCi(1,:) * 100;
VCr-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvCr(1,:) - DCvCr(sets,:))./DCvCr(1,:) *100;
VGi-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvGi(1,:) - DCvGi(sets,:))./DCvGi(1,:) *100;
VGr-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvGr(1,:) - DCvGr(sets,:))./DCvGr(1,:) *100;
VBi-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvBi(1,:) - DCvBi(sets,:))./DCvBi(1,:) *100;
VBr-dif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvBr(1,:) - DCvBr(sets,:))./DCvBr(1,:) *100;
VIGidif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvIGi(1,:) - DCvIGi(sets,:))./DCvIGi(1,:) *100;
VIGrdif(sets - 1,:) = (DCvIGr(1,:) - DCvIGr(sets,:))./DCvIGr(1,:) *100;
end;
end;
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B.1.6 Look At Results
%lookat newcar head.m
%this script wil be used to look at the voltage signals for various parts
%of the selected waveforms.
p = 1;
o =2;
n =3;
m= 4;
1= 5;
k =6;
j = 7;
i = 8;
h =9;
g= 10;
f =11;
e= 12;
d= 13;
c = 14;
b = 15;
a= 16;
%for somewhat good distribution, chose 1, 3, 5. 8, 10, 14 a, c, e, h, j, o for test points
fs = Fs;
%fft
[bf, af] = butter(7, 600/(fs/2), 'high'); %bandpass filter the signal
for dataset= 1:2
wi = 3;
le = 6;
wid = 1:wi;
len = 1:le;
if data set == 1
hrP = tocarloc(DCvPr(1,:), wi, le); % voltage P
hrA = tocarloc(DCvAr(1,:), wi, le); % voltage A
hrC = tocarloc(DCvCr(1,:), wi, le); % voltage C
hrG = tocarloc(DCvGr(1,:), wi, le); % voltage G
hrB = tocarloc(DCvBr(1,:), wi, le); % voltage B
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hrIG = tocarloc(DCvIGr(1,:), wi, le); %voltage IG
hrPI = hrP;
hrAI = hrA;
hrCI = hrC;
hrGI = hrG;
hrBI = hrB;
hrIGI = hrIG;
else
hrP1 = tocarloc(DCvPr(dataset,:), wi, le); % voltage P
hrAl = tocarloc(DCvAr(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage A
hrC1 = to_carloc(DCvCr(dataset,:), wi, le); % voltage C
hrGl = tocar_loc(DCvGr(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage G
hrB1 = to_carloc(DCvBr(dataset,:), wi, le); % voltage B
hrIGl = tocarloc(DCvIGr(data set,:), wi, le); %voltage IG
end;
if data-set == 1
hiP = tocarloc(DCvPi(1,:), wi, le); % voltage P
hiA = tocar_loc(DCvAi(1,:), wi, le); % voltage A
hiC = tocarloc(DCvCi(1,:), wi, le); % voltage C
hiG = tocarloc(DCvGi(1,:), wi, le); % voltage G
hiB = to car loc(DCvBi(1,:), wi, le); % voltage B
hIG = tocar loc(DCvIGi(l,:), wi, le); %voltage IG
hiPI = hiP;
hiA hiA;
hiCI = hiC;
hiG1 = hiG;
hiBI = hiB;
hilGI = hiIG;
else
hiPI = tocar loc(DCvPi(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage P
hiAI = tocar loc(DCvAi(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage A
hiCI tocar loc(DCvCi(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage C
hiGI = tocar loc(DCvGi(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage G
hiB1 = tocar loc(DCvBi(data set,:), wi, le); % voltage B
hiIGI = to-car-loc(DCvIGi(data set,:), wi, le); %voltage IG
end;
inj = f;
hory = [1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5; 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5];
hor x =[1 1 1 1 1 ; 3 3 3 3 3 ];
verty =[1 1 ; 6 6];
vertx = [1.5 2.5; 1.5 2.5];
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figure(35);
%hr = tocarloc(Avn(.1,
%hr = tocarloc(tempvl, wi, le); %use trial 7 data as the baseline
%contour(wid,len,hrP, [DCvPr(data set,inj)*.97 DCvPr(datasetinj)*1.03], 'b')
%contour(wid,len,hiP, [DCvPi(data set,inj)*.97 DCvPi(data set,inj)* 1.03], 'b')
%hr = tocarloc(tempv2, wi, le); %use trial 7 data as the baseline
%contour(wid,len,hrA, [DCvAr(dataset,inj)*.97 DCvAr(data set,inj)*1.03], 'g')
%contour(wid,len,hiA, [DCvAi(dataset,inj)*.95 DCvAi(data set,inj)*1.05], 'g')
%contour(wid,len,hrC, [DCvCr(dataset,inj)*.97 DCvCr(datasetinj)* 1.03], 'r')
contour(wid,len,hiC, [DCvCi(data set,inj)*.80 DCvCi(dataset,inj)*1.2], 'r')
hold on;
line(horx, hory, 'color', 'k');
line(vert x, vert y, 'color', 'k');
%contour(widlen,hrG, [DCvGr(dataset,inj)*.97 DCvGr(data set,inj)* 1.03], 'c')
contour(wid,len,hiG, [DCvGi(data set,inj)*.70 DCvGi(data set,inj)*1.30], 'c')
%contour(wid,len,hrB, [DCvBr(data setinj)*.97 DCvBr(dataset,inj)*1.03], 'm')
contour(wid,len,hiB, [DCvBi(data set,inj)*.80 DCvBi(dataset,inj)*1.20], 'Im')
%contour(wid,len,hrIG, [DCvIGr(data set,inj)*.95 DCvIGr(data set,inj)*1.05], 'y')
contour(wid,len,hiIG, [DCvIGi(dataset,inj)*.70 DCvIGi(data set,inj)*1.30], 'y')
hold off;
%meshc(wid,len, hr);
xlabel('left -> right');
ylabel('back -> front');
figure(10 + data set)
meshc(wid, len, hiC 1);
figure(20 + dataset)
meshc(wid, len, hiGI);
figure(30 + dataset)
meshc(wid, len, hiIG1)
end;
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B.2 Steel Sheet Code
B.2.1 Load Steel Sheet Data
%load steel-sheet.m
%this script will be able to load new full trials worth of data. The
%benefit to doing this is that I use one time at the beginning to load all
%of the information, and then processing afterwards is much faster. Most
%of the time wasted is in waiting for data to be loaded, this will
%inherently have all of the data load
trial = 6; % use this to determine the signals that you want to analyze
if 0
switch trial
case 1
ts = 500e-9; %time per sample
Fs = 1 / 500e-9; %sampling frequency
SD = 'SD';
case 2
ts = 4e-6;
Fs =1/ts;
SD ='SD_250k';
case 3
ts = 4e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
SD ='SD2_250k';
case 4
ts = 5e-6;
Fs =1/ts;
SD ='SD_200k';
case 5
ts = 5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
SD ='SD2_200k';
case 6
ts = 5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
SD ='SD3_200k';
case 7
ts = 5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
SD ='SD4_200k';
end;
val = 0;
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for loop = 1:14
inj = loop
val= val +1;
if (trial == 4)11 (trial == 5)
vnum= (inj - 1)*2;
snum = vnum + 1;
cnum = vnum +1;
elseif trial >= 6
vnum = (inj - 1)*3;
vnum2 = vnum + 1;
cnum = vnum2 + 1;
snum = cnum;
else
snum = (inj - 1)*3;
vnum = snum + 1;
cnum = vnum + 1;
end;
%sync wavefonn
%voltage waveform
%current waveform
%sync wavefonn
%voltage waveform
%current waveform
%sync waveform
%voltage waveform
%current waveform
%convert all to strings for loading
if snum < 10
snum = ['0' int2str(snum)];
else
snum = int2str(snum);
end
if vnum < 10
vnum = ['0' int2str(vnum)];
else
vnum = int2str(vnum);
end
if vnum2 < 10
vnum2 = ['0' int2str(vnum2)];
else
vnum2 = int2str(vnum2);
end
if cnum < 10
cnum = ['0' int2str(cnum)];
else
cnum = int2str(cnum);
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end
%load the requested data
if trial < 6
Sync(:,loop) = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/workl/research/steelsheet/' SD
'/TEKO' snum'.DAT']);
Vmea(:,loop) = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD
'/TEKO' vnum'.DAT']);
Cmea(:,loop) = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD
'/TEKO' enum'.DAT']);
else
Cmea_6(:,val) = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD
'/TEKO' cnum'.DAT']);
Vmea_6(:, val) = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD
'/TEKO' vnum'.DAT']);
Vmea2_6(:, val) = load(/'/A p plications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD
'/TEKO' vnum2 '.DAT']);
% Sync = Cmea;
end;
end;
end;
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B.2.2 Synchronous Detection
function DC = sync det(sig, sync, fs, twice)
%this will be a function, that will perform synchronous detection on a
%signal. The inputs that are required for this is the signal, the sync,
%and the sampling frequency. The outputs will be a DC value.
%the last input variable is used if you want to run the signal through the
%filter twice, primarily to run all voltages through filter twice. should
%be 1 or 0.
len = length(sig);
num= 10;
sync = sync - mean(sync);
sig = sig - mean(sig); % to get rid of DC offset
sync = (sync > 0) + -1 * (sync < 0); % this will make the sync equal to 1, 0, or -1, and a
perfect square wave
rect = sig.*sync; % creates rectified square wave
[b, a] = butter(3, .3/(fs/2), 'low');
len = length(rect);
figure( 1 O+twice)
plot([rect((len-1000):len) 5e-4.*sync((len-1000):len) sig((len-1000):len)]);
legend('rect', 'sync', 'signal');
DC = filter(b, a, rect); %filter the rectified sequence using the filter
DC = filter(b, a, DC);
%if twice == 1
% DC = filter(b, a, DC);
%end;
%DC = filter(b, a, DC);
%DC = filter(b, a, DC);
len = length(DC); %length of filtered signal
%DC = mean(DC(len- I000:len)); % get average of the sequence to get a single DC value
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B.2.3 FFT Projection
function [rl, im] = proj(curr, volt, fs, sam strt, sam len, type)
%this program will be used to do the FFT and projections, returning the
%real and imaginary component of the projection onto the current.
%this will assume the first input is the current, and the second input is
%the voltage. The third input will be the sampling frequency.
samend = sam_strt + samlen -1;
%fft
[b, a] = butter(7, 500/(fs/2), 'high'); %bandpass filter the signal
o%%[b, a] butter(3, (20e3/(fs/2)), 'low');
ocurr = filter(b, a, curr);
%volt = filter(b, a, volt);
curr = curr(sam strt:sam end);
volt = volt(samstrt:samend);
scale = sum(abs(curr));
curr = curr/scale;
volt = volt/scale;
figure(2 1)
plot(curr)
figure(22)
plot(volt)
points = length(curr);
o%****************************/0
owindows
owind = blackman(points);
owind = hamrning(points);
wind = hann(points);
owind = 1;
curr = wind. *curr;
volt = wind.*volt;
0****************************
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CURR = fft(curr, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the current
VOLT = fft(volt, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the voltage
%Pyy = Y.*conj(Y)/points;
f = fs*(0:(points/2))/points;
******************************** ** * ***
%for sine wave
if type == 1
index = find(f > 999.98 & f < 1000.02);
else
index = fmd(f > 39999 & f < 40001);
end;
temp = max(real(CURR));
index2 = fmd(real(CURR) == temp,1);
a = [real(CURR(index)); imag(CURR(index))];
b = [real(VOLT(index)); imag(VOLT(index))];
figure(10)
plot(a(1)*(0:10),
hold on;
Q = [0 -1; 10];
c = Q*a;
degrees)
plot(c(1)*(0:10),
hold off;
%current vector for 1kHz component
%voltage vector for 1kHz component
a(2)*(0:10)); % plot current
%rotation matrix, rotates 90 degrees
%find quadrature component to the current (current rotated by 90
c(2)*(0: 10)); % plot qudrature component of current
figure( 11)
plot(curr)
figure(12)
plot(volt)
p - ((a'*b)/(a'*a))*a; % project voltage onto the current for resistive component
q = ((c'*b)/(c'*c))*c; % project voltage onto quadrature component of current
r, =p();
im= p(2);
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B.2.4 Data Analysis
%projfft.m
%This script will upload three files and then perform the an FFT analysis
%on the data. I will project the voltage measurements onto the current,
%and then use those to determine a contour system.
%possible
a= 1;
b =2;
c= 3;
d =4;
e =5;
f= 6;
g = 7;
h =8;
i =9;
j = 10;
k= 11;
1= 12;
n = 13;
o = 14;
injection sites
%for somewhat good distribution, chose 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 14 = a, c, e, h, j, o for test points
inj =b; %injection site to look at
for inj = 1:14
trial = 6; % use this to determine the signals that you want to analyze
data set = 11; %use this to save the analysis of different data sets of the same trial. i.e.
different time frames
o%****************************
%change the start value and the cycle value to requested.
switch trial
case 1
ts = 500e-9; %time per sample
Fs = 1 / 500e-9; %sampling frequency
SD ='SD';
case 2
ts = 4e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
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SD ='SD_250k';
case 3
ts = 4e-6;
Fs =1/ts;
SD ='SD2_250k';
case 4
ts =5e-6;
Fs =/ts;
SD = 'SD_200k';
case 5
ts = 5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
SD = 'SD2_200k';
case 6
ts = 5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
SD = 'SD3_200k';
case 7
ts = 5e-6;
Fs =1/ts;
SD = 'SD4_200k';
end;
if (trial == 4)11 (trial=
vnum = (inj - 1)*2;
snum = vnum +1;
enum = vnum + 1;
elseif trial >= 6
vnum = (inj - 1)*3;
vnum2 = vnum + 1;
cnum = vnum2 + 1;
snum = cnum;
else
snum = (inj - 1)*3;
vnum = snum + 1;
enum = vnum + 1;
end;
%sync waveform
%voltage waveform
%current waveform
%sync waveform
%voltage waveform
%current waveform
%sync waveform
%voltage waveform
%current waveform
%convert all to strings for loading
if snum < 10
snum = ['O' int2str(snum)];
else
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snum = int2str(snum);
end
if vnum < 10
vnum = ['0' int2str(vnum)];
else
vnum = int2str(vnum);
end
if vnum2 < 10
vnum2 = ['0' int2str(vnum2)];
else
vnum2 = int2str(vnum2);
end
if cnum < 10
cnum = ['0' int2str(cnum)];
else
cnum = int2str(cnum);
end
%load the requested data
if trial < 6
% Sync = load(['/Applications/MATLA B704/workiresearch/steelsheet/' SD '/TEKO'
snum '.DAT']);
% Vmea = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/steel sheet/' SD '/TEKO'
vnum '.DAT']);
% Cmea = load(['/Applications/MATL AB704/work/research/steel-sheet/' SD '/TEKO'
cnum '.DAT']);
else
% Sync = load(['/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/'steelsheet/' SD '/TEKO'
enum '.DAT']);
% Vmea = load(['/Ap plications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD '/TEKO'
vnum '.DAT']);
% Vmea2 = load(['/Ap plications/MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/' SD '/TEKO'
vnum2 '.DAT']);
% Cmea = Sync;
end;
if trial == 6
len = length(Cmea 6);
elseif trial == 7
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len = length(Cmea);
end;
/ **************************************************************
%The above is all for loading files
*/****** *************************** *****************************
%Sync [Sync; Sync(len-(0:len- 1))];% Sync; Sync(len-(0:len-1))];
%Vmea [Vmea; Vmea(len-(0:len- 1))];% Vmea; Vmnea(len-(0:len- 1))];
%Cmea [Cmea; Cmea(len-(0:len- 1))];% Cmea; Cmea(len-(0:len- 1))];
t = 1:len*ts;
cycle = 200; %number of samples per cycle of sine wave input
strt = cycle*20 + 1 + (cycle*(data set -1)); %start at middle of sequence
%numsam =cycle *100; %use 10 cycles to determine FFT
num sam= cycle*10;
%in cycle *x, ifx= 10 -> scale= lx= 100 -> scale =10;
scale = 1;
if trial == 7
[DCv1r(data set, inj) DCvli(dataset, inj)] = proj(Cmea(:,inj), Vmea(:,inj), Fs, strt,
num sam); % do detection, run through filter once
if trial >= 6
[DCv2r(data set, inj) DCv2i(data set, inj)] = proj(Cmea(:,inj), Vmea2(:,inj), Fs, strt,
num-sam); % do detection, run through filter once
end
figure(1)
plot((0:10)*DCvlr(dataset, inj), (0:10)*DCvli(dataset, inj));
if trial >= 6
figure(2)
plot((0: 10)*DCv2r(data set, inj), (0: 10)*DCv2i(data set, inj));
end;
else
[DCvlr_6(data set, inj) DCvli_6(data set, inj)] = proj(Cmea_6(:,inj), Vmea_6(:,inj),
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Fs, strt, numsam); % do detection, run through filter once
if trial >= 6
[DCv2r 6(data set, inj) DCv2i_6(dataset, inj)] = proj(Cmea_6(:,inj),
Vmea2_6(:,inj), Fs, strt, num sam); % do detection, run through filter once
end
figure(1)
plot((0:10)*DCvir_6(data set, inj), (0:10)*DCvli_6(data_set, inj));
if trial >= 6
figure(2)
plot((0:10)*DCv2r_6(data set, inj), (0:10)*DCv2i_6(data set, inj));
end;
end;
DCv1r_6(data set,inj) = DCvlr_6(data-set,inj)/scale;
DCvli_6(data_set,inj) = DCvli_6(data-set,inj)/scale;
DCv2r_6(dataset,inj) = DCv2r_6(data-set,inj)/scale;
DCv2i_6(dataset,inj) = DCv2i_6(data-set,inj)/scale;
if 0
VIidif= (DCvli_6 - DCvli)./DCvli * 100;
VIr_dif = (DCvIr_6 - DCvIr)./DCvIr * 100;
V2i-dif= (DCv2i_6 - DCv2i)./DCv2i *100;
V2rdif = (DCv2r_6 - DCv2r)./DCv2r *100;
end;
if 1 & (data-set > 1)
VIidif(dataset - 1,:) = (DCvli_6(1,:) - DCvli_6(data set,:))./DCvli_6(1,:) *100;
Vlr-dif(dataset - 1,:) = (DCvlr_6(1,:) - DCvlr_6(data set,:))./DCvlr_6(1,:) * 100;
V2i dif(dataset - 1,:) = (DCv2i_6(1,:) - DCv2i_6(data set,:))./DCv2i_6(1,:) *100;
V2rdif(dataset - 1,:) = (DCv2r_6(1,:) - DCv2r_6(data set,:))./DCv2r_6(1,:) *100;
end;
end;
%DCvli_7 = DCvli;
%DCv Ir_7 = DCvIr;
%DCv2i_7 = DCv2i;
ODCv2r_7 = DCv2r;
%save('/Applications/MATLAB704/work/research/steel sheet/FFTtrial7.mat',
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'DCvl1i_7', 'DCvl r_7', 'DCv2i_7', 'DCv2r_7')
%save('/A pplications/ MATL AB704/work/research/steelsheet/FF T trial6.rmat',
'DCvIi6', 'DCvlr_6', 'DCv2i_6', 'DCv2r_6')
%below is the data that has the magnitude of the voltage projections on the
%the current for the reistive and quadrature component of the current
%save('/Applications/MATL AB704/workiresearch/steelsheet/FFT tri_6_sets.mat',
'DCvli_6', 'DCvlr_6', 'DCv2i_6', 'DCv2r_6', 'VIi_dif, 'Vlr_dif, 'V2idif, 'V2rdif)
%below is data that had the real and imaginary components of the voltage
%projection onto just the current
%save('/Applications/ MATLAB704/work/research/steelsheet/FFT_tri_6_sets2.mat',
'DCv li_6', 'DCv Ir_6', 'DCv2i_6', 'DCv2r_6', 'V Iidif, 'V Ir_dif, 'V2i dif, 'V2rdif)
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B.2.5 Look at Steel Sheet Data
%look at steel.rn
%this script will be used to look at the voltage signals for various parts
%of the selected waveforms.
a= 1;
b =2;
c =3;
d 4;
e =5;
f= 6;
g =7;
h =8;
i 9;
j =10;
k= 11;
1= 12;
n= 13;
o = 14;
%for somewhat good distribution, chose 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 14 a, c, e, h, j, o for test points
inj =a;
trial = 6;
if trial == 6
Len = length(Cmea_6);
ts =5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
elseif trial == 7
ts =5e-6;
Fs = 1/ts;
len = length(Cmea);
end;
fs = Fs;
%fft
[bf, af] = butter(7, 600/(fs/2), 'high'); %bandpass filter the signal
%[b, a] butter(3, (20e3/(fs/2)), 'low');
curr = filter(bf, af, Cmea_6(:,inj));
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volti = filter(bf, af, Vmea_6(:,inj));
volt2 = filter(bf, af, Vmea2_6(:,inj));
for dataset=1:11
t = 1:Ien*ts;
cycle = 200; %number of samples per cycle of sine wave input
strt = cycle*20 + 1 + (cycle*(data set -1)); %start at middle of sequence
%numrsam= cycle *100; %use 10 cycles to determine FFT
num-sam = cycle*10;
sam _end = strt + numsam -1;
curr-s = curr(strt:sam end); %set of current
voltis = voltI(strt:samend); %set of voltage I
volt2_s = volt2(strt:samend); %set of voltage 2
points = length(curr-s);
%'****************************
%windows
%wind = blackman(points);
%wind = hamming(points);
wind = hann(points);
%wind = 1;
curr w = wind.*currs;
voltiw = wind.*voltl_s;
volt2_w = wind.*volt2_s;
%*********************** ** * **
CURR = fft(curr w, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the current
VOLT1 = fft(voltlw, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the voltagel
VOLT2 = fft(volt2_w, points)/sqrt(points); %take FFT of the voltage2
%Pcc = CURR.*conj(CURR)/points;
%Pv I = VOLT 1.*conj(VOLT 1)/points;
%Pv2 = VOLT2.*conj(VOLT2)/points;
Pcc = imag(CURR);
Pvl = imag(VOL T1);
Pv2 = imag(VOLT2);
%Pyy = Y.*conj(Y)/points;
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f_s = fs*(0:(points/2))/points;
index = fmd(f s > 999.98 & fs < 1000.0);
len = length(DCvI r6(data-set,:));
if dataset == 1
for loop = :len
tempvl(loop) = mean(DCvIr_6(:,len - loop + 1));
tempv2(loop) = mean(DCv2r_6(:,len - loop + 1));
end;
hrl = tocar loc(tempvl, 3, 5); % voltage 2
hr2 = tocar loc(tempv2, 3, 5); % voltage 2
hrl = hrl;
hr21 = hr2;
else
for loop = :len
tempvl l(loop) = DCvlr_6(data set,len - loop +1);
tempv2l(loop) = DCv2r_6(data set,len - loop + 1);
end;
hrl 1 = tocarloc(tempv 11, 3, 5); % voltage 2
hr2l = tocarloc(tempv2l, 3, 5); % voltage 2
end;
wi = 3;
le = 5;
wid = 1:3;
len = 1:5;
figure(35);
%hr = tocarloc(Avn(1, :));
inj =d;
%hr = tocarloc(tempvl, wi, le); %use trial 7 data as the baseline
contour(wid,len,hrl, [DCvlr_6(data set,inj)*.96 DCvlr_6(dataset,inj)*1.04], 'b')
hold on;
%hr = to carloc(tempvo, wi, le); %use trial 7 data as the baseline
contour(wid,len,hr2, [DCv2r_6(data set,inj)*.98 DCv2r_6(dataset,inj)*1.02], 'g')
hold off;
%meshc(wid,len, hr);
xlabel(left -> right');
ylabel('back -> front');
%zlabel('Vm at A');
figure(1)
subplot(3,1,1); plot(voltl_s)
subplot(3,1,2); plot(voltlw)
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subplot(3,1,3); plot(f s(1:20), Pvl(1:20));
figure(2)
subplot(1,2,1); meshc(1:3, 1:5, hri1);
subplot(1,2,2); meshc(1:3, 1:5, hr2 1);
for temp = 1:100000
for temp2 = 1:500
end;
end;
end;
strt = cycle*20 + 1;
sam end = strt + cycle*110 -1;
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Appendix C
Car Chassis Data
C.1 Headlight and RC Data
C.1.1 Data for Injection Current with Single Headlight Load, Trial 1
Vp Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P 4.1008E-06 3.3172E-06 -3.9095E-07 -2.0773E-07 4.4596E-08 -2.7205E-08
0 3.7562E-06 3.5816E-06 -6.4922E-07 -5.5078E-07 8.3611E-08 -2.3912E-08
N 3.6663E-06 3.5800E-06 -3.2298E-07 -1.9039E-07 4.6365E-08 -2.5132E-08
M 3.4756E-06 3.5292E-06 -1.7408E-07 5.7569E-07 -3.3926E-08 -3.3406E-08
L 3.6270E-06 3.7403E-06 -1.1422E-07 -2.0866E-07 1.9911E-07 9.5727E-09
K 3.5464E-06 3.7983E-06 -6.6417E-08 4.9335E-08 -6.3257E-08 -3.8588E-08
J 3.5245E-06 3.8916E-06 8.4727E-08 1.0393E-07 -1.4915E-07 -5.7963E-08
I 3.5764E-06 4.0468E-06 4.8778E-07 -1.0494E-07 7.4824E-07 4.9555E-08
H 3.6024E-06 4.1914E-06 3.5969E-07 -3.3761E-08 5.0046E-08 -2.6411E-08
G 3.4999E-06 4.2284E-06 3.2840E-07 3.8879E-08 -8.2215E-07 -1.0747E-07
F 3.5923E-06 4.3173E-06 7.8873E-07 -8.6972E-08 1.7185E-07 1.2221E-07
E 3.5055E-06 4.5576E-06 6.9945E-07 -4.1023E-08 6.0114E-08 -2.0746E-08
D 3.5190E-06 4.5226E-06 5.0046E-07 -3.5466E-08 -1.5545E-07 -1.6849E-07
C 3.5426E-06 4.3408E-06 1.5237E-06 -6.9953E-08 1.2954E-07 7.0361E-07
B 3.5107E-06 4.7101E-06 8.7916E-07 -3.3485E-08 5.4947E-08 -2.2657E-08
A 3.5027E-06 5.3436E-06 6.0418E-07 -4.1534E-08 -9.5040E-08 -7.6074E-07
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C.1.2 Data for Injection Current with Single Headlight Load, Trial 2
Vp Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P 4.1400E-06 3.3270E-06 -3.9022E-07 -1.9956E-07 4.1995E-08 -2.1016E-08
0 3.7737E-06 3.5554E-06 -6.3760E-07 -5.3845E-07 8.2240E-08 -1.7129E-08
N 3.6479E-06 3.5015E-06 -3.1736E-07 -1.8912E-07 4.7978E-08 -2.4743E-08
M 3.3673E-06 3.4298E-06 -1.6394E-07 5.8483E-07 -2.4399E-08 -3.5298E-08
L 3.7661E-06 3.8406E-06 -1.1272E-07 -2.0360E-07 1.9395E-07 1.0499E-08
K 3.5238E-06 3.7568E-06 -6.8382E-08 5.1432E-08 -6.3947E-08 -4.3762E-08
J 3.4668E-06 3.8614E-06 7.7667E-08 1.1639E-07 -1.5545E-07 -5.6280E-08
I 3.5701E-06 4.0494E-06 4.7851E-07 -1.0468E-07 7.5107E-07 5.2018E-08
H 3.5904E-06 4.1760E-06 3.6717E-07 -3.9624E-08 4.4935E-08 -2.7288E-08
G 3.5221E-06 4.2420E-06 3.3678E-07 4.3447E-08 -8.3072E-07 -1.0804E-07
F 3.5399E-06 4.1919E-06 7.7027E-07 -7.6153E-08 1.9868E-07 1. 1398E-07
E 3.5579E-06 4.5397E-06 6.7912E-07 -4.1832E-08 5.7509E-08 -2.8213E-08
D 3.5249E-06 4.6032E-06 5.1725E-07 -3.7284E-08 -1.7699E-07 -1.8133E-07
C 3.4906E-06 4.3147E-06 1.5061E-06 -7.7278E-08 1.3283E-07 7.0348E-07
B 3.5017E-06 4.7081E-06 8.7628E-07 -3.7509E-08 5.9748E-08 -2.1941E-08
A 3.4120E-06 5.2413E-06 5.9540E-07 -3.8597E-08 -8.2612E-08 -7.5911E-07
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C.1.3 Data for Injection Current with 2 Parallel Headlights as Load, Trial 1
Vp Va VC0 Vmo Vig Vca
P 3.6770E-06 3.1293E-06 -2.6983E-07 -2.8213E-07 4.3290E-08 -1.0856E-08
0 3.2844E-06 3.3170E-06 -4.9331E-07 -6.2847E-07 8.4209E-08 -5.5827E-09
N 3.1641E-06 3.2643E-06 -2.0182E-07 -2.5942E-07 4.3921E-08 -1.0621E-08
M 2.9752E-06 3.1814E-06 -5.5370E-08 5.2122E-07 -3.4317E-08 -2.2849E-08
L 3.1782E-06 3.4724E-06 9.5599E-08 -2.8043E-07 1.9915E-07 1.9125E-08
K 3.0893E-06 3.5391E-06 1.5081E-07 -5.2319E-08 -5.9866E-08 -2.6701E-08
J 3.0278E-06 3.5393E-06 1.6985E-07 4.9186E-08 -1.6000E-07 -4.9438E-08
I 3.1095E-06 3.7737E-06 5.2452E-07 -1.8014E-07 7.3969E-07 6.6247E-08
H 3.0892E-06 3.7907E-06 4.2280E-07 -1.0712E-07 3.7268E-08 -1.5739E-08
G 3.0473E-06 3.9022E-06 4.1471E-07 -7.9442E-08 -8.8033E-07 -9.8479E-08
F 3.0831E-06 3.8933E-06 7.9629E-07 -1.5186E-07 2.1418E-07 1.3570E-07
E 3.0009E-06 4.0255E-06 6.9421E-07 -1.0769E-07 4.5187E-08 -1.4169E-08
D 3.0773E-06 4.1010E-06 5.7467E-07 -1.0333E-07 -1.7251E-07 -1.6741E-07
C 3.0818E-06 3.9078E-06 1.4254E-06 -1.4209E-07 1.3213E-07 7.1683E-07
B 3.0301E-06 4.1723E-06 8.6771E-07 -1.1159E-07 4.8984E-08 -8.0409E-09
A 3.0317E-06 4.7057E-06 6.4956E-07 -1.1202E-07 -8.3182E-08 -7.7357E-07
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C.1.4 Data for Injection Current with Parallel RC Load, Trial 1
Vp Va VC_ Vmo Vig Vca
P 3.0521E-06 2.4628E-06 -3.0446E-07 -1.7429E-07 2.7733E-08 -1.3655E-08
0 2.7867E-06 2.6273E-06 -4.8070E-07 -4.4376E-07 6.4256E-08 -9.9606E-09
N 2.7031E-06 2.6188E-06 -2.4988E-07 -1.5242E-07 3.5453E-08 -1.4556E-08
M 2.5191E-06 2.5287E-06 -1.1828E-07 4.4892E-07 -2.3465E-08 -2.5447E-08
L 2.7256E-06 2.8430E-06 -3.7549E-08 -1.6798E-07 1.5301E-07 1.2881E-08
K 2.6283E-06 2.8163E-06 3.4826E-08 1.3053E-08 -4.5572E-08 -2.9930E-08
J 2.5867E-06 2.8181E-06 7.3350E-08 7.6976E-08 -1.2934E-07 -4.2927E-08
I 2.6613E-06 3.0485E-06 3.1041E-07 -8.3702E-08 5.7432E-07 4.9107E-08
H 2.6461E-06 3.0667E-06 2.5116E-07 -5.0535E-08 -1.2098E-08 -1.8295E-08
G 2.6305E-06 3.1470E-06 2.7530E-07 1.7100E-08 -6.6740E-07 -8.3459E-08
F 2.6750E-06 3.2085E-06 5.3339E-07 -6.5251E-08 1.5828E-07 1.0841E-07
E 2.6447E-06 3.2912E-06 4.7888E-07 -4.2913E-08 -1.2113E-08 -1.5592E-08
D 2.6340E-06 3.3662E-06 3.9221E-07 -2.7813E-08 -1.3477E-07 -1.3811E-07
C 2.6474E-06 3.2564E-06 1.0776E-06 -5.5302E-08 8.0695E-08 5.8132E-07
B 2.6507E-06 3.4449E-06 6.2229E-07 -4.2984E-08 -1.1783E-08 -9.1261E-09
A 2.6338E-06 3.8923E-06 4.5935E-07 -3.5656E-08 -6.2567E-08 -6.1624E-07
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C.2 Sine Wave Data
C.2.1 Data for 1-Amp 1kHz Sine Wave Injection Current, Trial 1
Vp Va Vca Vmo Vig Vca
P -1.2698E-04 -4.0865E-05 6.1702E-07 9.5375E-08 3.7773E-09 -1.3438E-09
0 -1.0532E-04 -4.0018E-05 2.4563E-06 2.7938E-07 -5.9295E-09 1.1635E-09
N -8.9409E-05 -4.3820E-05 -1.4461E-07 1.1104E-06 2.7144E-08 -1.2939E-08
M -1.1272E-04 -4.3315E-05 -7.0402E-07 -1.8322E-06 1.6916E-08 2.3771E-09
L -9.9936E-05 -3.9040E-05 -1.6282E-05 5.9647E-07 -5.3160E-07 -4.2062E-09
K -8.8048E-05 -4.6558E-05 -5.3340E-06 6.8881E-07 1.2838E-06 4.8891E-09
J -9.9763E-05 -4.4351E-05 -1.6780E-06 -4.8439E-07 4.3223E-08 1.9323E-09
I -1.0146E-04 -4.4456E-05 -3.0813E-05 5.3848E-07 -3.2062E-06 -7.2622E-09
H -9.4355E-05 -7.4591E-05 -1.3226E-05 5.2480E-07 1.9573E-06 -5.7146E-09
G -1.0151E-04 -5.2956E-05 -2.8776E-06 -7.3513E-07 3.9619E-07 6.3744E-09
F -1.0248E-04 -4.3191E-05 -4.3104E-05 6.0534E-07 -2.9140E-06 -5.3223E-08
E -9.7794E-05 -1.2527E-04 -1.7432E-05 3.2418E-07 1.3676E-06 -7.8132E-08
D -1.0322E-04 -6.2304E-05 -3.5711E-06 -1.3028E-06 -7.2144E-08 6.3738E-08
C -1.0135E-04 -4.5816E-05 -9.1511E-05 7.3810E-07 -3.5799E-06 -1.9245E-06
B -9.3401E-05 -1.2089E-04 -2.0131E-05 3.5201E-07 1.1827E-06 1.0057E-07
A -1.0625E-04 -1.2091E-04 -4.1514E-06 -7.4230E-07 1.0490E-07 1. 1802E-06
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C.2.2 Data for 1-Amp 1kHz Sine Wave Injection Current, Trial 2
Vp Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P -1.2094E-04 -3.8508E-05 3.6476E-07 9.7755E-08 3.2271E-09 6.6698E-09
0 -1.0248E-04 -4.2210E-05 2.5268E-06 1.3267E-06 -2.7850E-08 2.0296E-09
N -8.4950E-05 -4.5414E-05 9.9302E-08 6.7693E-07 1.5213E-08 -2.3765E-10
M -1.0277E-04 -4.1088E-05 -7.4594E-07 -2.2650E-06 1.5206E-08 -1.0007E-09
L -9.5149E-05 -3.9148E-05 -1.6508E-05 5.4922E-07 -4.7835E-07 4.2034E-09
K -8.4531E-05 -4.6648E-05 -5.2485E-06 5.9682E-07 1.1173E-06 -1.8326E-09
J -9.5331E-05 -4.2328E-05 -1.8805E-06 -1.0909E-06 9.2167E-08 8.4728E-10
I -9.7542E-05 -4.1587E-05 -3.0986E-05 6.8923E-07 -4.1230E-06 -5.3772E-09
H -8.7161E-05 -6.9976E-05 -1.3005E-05 4.0422E-07 1.5465E-06 -5.4154E-09
G -9.8206E-05 -5.1184E-05 -3.0335E-06 -8.8051E-07 4.7897E-07 5.5403E-09
F -9.7778E-05 -4.3651E-05 -4.2668E-05 6.9798E-07 -3.3146E-06 -6.2738E-08
E -8.6712E-05 -1.1809E-04 -1.7010E-05 5.2011E-07 2.2016E-06 -1.1996E-07
D -9.8216E-05 -5.9735E-05 -3.5725E-06 -3.2990E-07 -1.3345E-08 1.6223E-08
C -1.0280E-04 -4.5251E-05 -9.2548E-05 5.3415E-07 -2.5501E-06 -1.3712E-06
B -8.7367E-05 -1.1906E-04 -1.9548E-05 5.5878E-07 1.8716E-06 1.5809E-07
A -1.0221E-04 -1.2242E-04 -3.5840E-06 -5.9747E-07 9.0912E-08 9.6822E-07
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C.2.3 Data for 2-Amp 1kHz Sine Wave Injection Current, Trial 1
Vp Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P _-2.5525E-04 -. 6519E-04 1.6372E-06 3.4674E-06 1.7588E-07 9.0837E-09
0 -2.2801E-04 -1.7550E-04 5.6147E-06 2.6679E-05 -4.5759E-07 -4.6166E-08
N -2.0404E-04 -1.7733E-04 6.6127E-07 2.3761E-05 5.6987E-07 6.2473E-08
M -2.1701E-04 -1.6681E-04 -3.2348E-07 -4.1170E-05 5.0984E-07 7.9853E-08
L -2.2979E-04 -1.7593E-04 -2.9023E-05 1.6433E-05 -1.4059E-05 -5.5402E-08
K -2.0414E-04 -1.8156E-04 -9.0769E-06 1.7105E-05 3.1835E-05 -1.7804E-07
J -2.0745E-04 -1.6864E-04 -2.6592E-06 -2.5632E-05 2.0160E-06 6.4108E-08
I -2.2635E-04 -1.7585E-04 -5.4363E-05 1.5801E-05 -9.3928E-05 -2.1035E-07
H -2.0743E-04 -2.3009E-04 -2.2769E-05 1.3489E-05 4.9839E-05 -3.4656E-07
G -2.1443E-04 -1.8451E-04 -4.8974E-06 -2.6028E-05 1.3891E-05 1.7100E-07
F -2.2720E-04 -1.7712E-04 -7.6089E-05 1.5384E-05 -7.2677E-05 -1.2741E-06
E -2.0377E-04 -3.1532E-04 -3.0174E-05 1.2752E-05 5.3591E-05 -3.0966E-06
D -2.1119E-04 -2.0093E-04 -5.3683E-06 -2.5786E-05 -1.3974E-06 1.2227E-06
C -2.2270E-04 -1.7709E-04 -1.6640E-04 1.5800E-05 -7.6047E-05 -4.1436E-05
B -2.0314E-04 -3.0746E-04 -3.4399E-05 1.5894E-05 5.1942E-05 4.3383E-06
A -2.1365E-04 -3.0954E-04 -6.0182E-06 -2.5385E-05 3.7132E-06 4.1404E-05
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C.2.4 Data for 1-Amp 1kHz Sine Wave Injection Current, Trial 2
_p Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P -2.4142E-04 -1.5075E-04 1.3532E-06 3.2923E-06 3.8875E-09 -6.5407E-08
0 -2.0911E-04 -1.5474E-04 5.2239E-06 2.6017E-05 -5.7157E-07 -1.4935E-07
N -1.6832E-04 -1.5959E-04 5.6525E-07 2.3183E-05 4.3015E-07 -3.3025E-08
M -2.1360E-04 -1.5506E-04 -6.3366E-07 -4.0771E-05 5.2486E-07 8.5752E-08
L -2.0324E-04 -1.5473E-04 -2.9110E-05 1.5882E-05 -1.3820E-05 -1.9755E-07
K -1.6816E-04 -1.6339E-04 -9.3135E-06 1.6664E-05 3.1312E-05 -1.6002E-07
J -2.0862E-04 -1.5995E-04 -2.8912E-06 -2.5211E-05 2.0937E-06 1.1914E-07
I -2.0375E-04 -1.5912E-04 -5.4000E-05 1.5447E-05 -9.3076E-05 -1.0024E-07
H -1.7470E-04 -2.1125E-04 -2.3060E-05 1.2993E-05 4.9228E-05 -3.8400E-07
G -2.1471E-04 -1.7642E-04 -4.7362E-06 -2.5705E-05 1.3888E-05 1.7195E-07
F -2.0454E-04 -1.6185E-04 -7.5257E-05 1.5151E-05 -7.1997E-05 -1.3433E-06
E -1.6529E-04 -2.9789E-04 -2.9786E-05 1.2276E-05 5.3118E-05 -3.2124E-06
D -2.1003E-04 -1.8752E-04 -5.8999E-06 -2.5364E-05 -1.2174E-06 1.3684E-06
C -2.0488E-04 -1.6102E-04 -1.6601E-04 1.5507E-05 -7.5091E-05 -4.0910E-05
B -1.6694E-04 -2.8955E-04 -3.4398E-05 1.5203E-05 5.1621E-05 4.1617E-06
A -2.0837E-04 -2.9581E-04 -6.5806E-06 -2.5183E-05 3.6290E-06 4.1334E-05
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C.2.5 Data for 1-Amp 40kHz Sine Wave Injection Current, Trial 1
Vp Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P -8.3105E-03 -1.0960E-03 4.0025E-06 4.7002E-06 -2.8068E-06 -4.3663E-06
0 -7.9091E-03 -1.2368E-03 9.3172E-05 1.5225E-04 -1.5070E-06 6.9056E-07
N -6.7791E-03 -1.1311E-03 1.0341E-05 3.8559E-04 8.6253E-06 -4.3068E-06
M -4.2193E-03 -1.0955E-03 -6.7644E-06 -5.5894E-04 5.6909E-06 -4.0533E-06
L -6.4026E-03 -1.1071E-03 -6.7699E-05 1.1898E-04 -8.0439E-05 -5.2676E-06
K -7.1149E-03 -1.1116E-03 -8.1398E-05 5.4782E-04 3.0751E-04 -6.0656E-06
J -4.0417E-03 -7.1906E-04 -2.4616E-05 -4.3874E-04 1.2163E-05 -3.7280E-06
I -6.5783E-03 -1.1421E-03 -4.0752E-04 1.1853E-04 -6.1197E-04 -6.1989E-06
H -8.3742E-03 -1.5489E-03 -3.4620E-04 5.0714E-04 4.7395E-04 -5.1885E-07
G -4.2540E-03 -7.8850E-04 -2.0662E-05 -4.8127E-04 -2.8859E-05 -3.3370E-06
F -7.0592E-03 -1.2066E-03 -4.3941E-04 1.0412E-04 -3.9388E-04 -1.4249E-05
E -7.7558E-03 -3.0803E-03 -4.1077E-04 4.4439E-04 4.9030E-04 -3.4207E-05
D -3.9956E-03 -8.0236E-04 -3.5025E-05 -4.6259E-04 -8.5118E-05 5.0046E-06
C -6.9570E-03 -1.2226E-03 -1.2219E-03 1.2540E-04 -4.3297E-04 -4.8514E-04
B -7.4524E-03 -3.3437E-03 -4.8413E-04 5.9100E-04 4.6618E-04 7.7214E-05
A -4.1091E-03 -1.7359E-03 -4.8152E-05 -4.1033E-04 -4.0648E-05 3.9390E-04
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C.2.6 Data for 2-Amp 40kHz Sine Wave Injection Current, Trial 1
Vp Va Vco Vmo Vig Vca
P -9.0496E-03 -1.2740E-03 9.4721E-06 6.1064E-06 1.1263E-06 -3.7799E-06
0 -7.5806E-03 -1.2909E-03 8.7041E-05 1.4657E-04 5.8703E-06 -4.4383E-06
N -6.4070E-03 -1.2009E-03 1.2665E-05 3.9058E-04 1.0078E-05 -4.0799E-06
M -4.5679E-03 -1.1864E-03 -4.4625E-06 -5.4658E-04 7.7827E-06 -3.4331E-06
L -6.7558E-03 -1.2564E-03 -6.3220E-05 1.1906E-04 -7.7944E-05 -4.0830E-06
K -5.8449E-03 -1.1068E-03 -7.8109E-05 5.4707E-04 3.0959E-04 -5.5116E-06
J -4.1275E-03 -7.9818E-04 -1.9707E-05 -4.3769E-04 1.4997E-05 -2.7618E-06
I -5.8823E-03 -1. 1812E-03 -3.8245E-04 1.2044E-04 -6.1625E-04 -4.8622E-06
H -7.0835E-03 -1.5183E-03 -3.3900E-04 5.0159E-04 4.7587E-04 -8.6048E-06
G -3.8217E-03 -7.3305E-04 -3.8160E-05 -4.7837E-04 -2.9160E-05 -2.4525E-06
F -6.2172E-03 -1.1219E-03 -4.3860E-04 1.0684E-04 -3.9233E-04 -1.3209E-05
E -7.4542E-03 -3.0826E-03 -4.1394E-04 4.3412E-04 4.8878E-04 -3.3504E-05
D -4.2737E-03 -8.1237E-04 -3.2131E-05 -4.6104E-04 -8.3136E-05 5.3808E-06
C -7.1532E-03 -1.2779E-03 -1.2400E-03 1.2520E-04 -4.2817E-04 -4.9101E-04
B -8.0884E-03 -3.3754E-03 -4.7319E-04 5.8292E-04 4.6595E-04 7.6735E-05
A -4.0099E-03 -1.7144E-03 -4.4975E-05 -4.0974E-04 -3.7560E-05 3.9584E-04
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